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President Dias Would Be Pleased to Have Junta Driven

Washington, Sept.

7.

Declaring the
feel-

TAKE
IN

n.

.

He contends that articles which
have appeared In certain newspapers
In the United States, discussing the
alleged dissatisfaction with the administration of President Diaz, and
asserting that an insurrection of possibly far reaching consequences is Incubating, are wholly without foundation and of great damage to Mexico.
He characterizes the troubles that
as nothing
have already occurred
more than small labor riots. "If there
should be any local disturbances,"
says Thompson, "they will be handled
rightly by the Mexican government.
Such a thing as a general uprising is
not to be seriously considered."
The ambassador has suggested that
if the publishers of Regeneracl-- n could
he dealt with as anarchists. Diaz
would feel deep gratitude.
The state department has referred
to the department of Justice the question as to what action .can be taken
against the paper.
.

THE JUNTA DENIES ALL
ANARCHISTIC KNOWLEDGE
St. Louis, Sept. 7. Manuel Sarabin,
spokesman for the Mexican junta, located at 2647 Lafayette avenue, which
United States Ambassador Thompson
asked the federal authorities to suppress, stated today that the members
of the Junta will stay where they are
and continue the publication of
and throw themselves on
the Justice of the United States
through a personal appeal of the president of the revolution. Sarabin denied that the Junta is anarchistic, declaring that not one of the members
so much as knows the doctrines of
anarchy.
FINISHED CURE AND
RETURNS TO LONDON
Marimbad, Sept. 7. King Edward
completed his cure and left for London today.
SAYS HE DREADS TO
MAKE PROPOSED TRIPS
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 7. Wm. J.

BRYAN

Bryan said today he would be unable
to take part in tne campaign in Maine
this fall. He said also that he dreads
the proitosed trips to Panama and
Australia and may not make them.

JUDGE J. L. McCRERY OF
WASHINGTON DIES TODAY
Duluth, Sept. 7. Judge J. L.
of Washington, a member of
the board of review of the United
States department of the interior,
died iiere today after an operation for
appendicitis. He published one of the
first papers west of the Mississippi
river, the old Dubuque Herald.
y

DEPEW WILL RETURN
TO SENATORIAL DUTIES
New York, Sept. 7. The Tribune
says:
today
When congress meets in
December Senator Depew will be
found in ins seat. This assurance was
given yesterday by members of his
family, who said that the senator's
health was better than It had been
any time the past year.
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ISRAEL SYNAGOGUE
Ixiulsville, Ky., Sept. 7. The exercises of dedicating the Adath Isreal
Synagogue, on Third avenue, between
York and Breckenridge streets, will
begin this evening, and will continue
until Sunday afternoon, when a fine
organ recital will be given in the
will close
temple. The celebration
with a reception on Sunday night for
the families and friends of the new
congregation. The Rev. Dr. N. O.
is the rabbi in charge of the synagogue, and is at the head of the arfor
rangements for the dedication,
which au elaborate program has been
prepared. Distinguished rabbis from
all purls of the country have come
here to take part in the exercises.
Among them are Rabbi Krauskopf of
Philadelphia, Rabbi Heller of New,
Orleans. Rabbi Phillipson of Cincinnati. Rabbi Goldenberg of Lexington,
Rabbi Krafft of Owensboro, Ky., and
Rabbi Samuel Sales of St. Louis.
.Every one of them will preach in the
of the three days of the
fourEn-elo- w

-

OFFENSIVE

THEWAR

Guerra Says He Is Only Obeying Orders of the Central Committee.

j

JUNTA IN NEW YORK IS
FITTING OUT TWO SHIPS
Havana, Sept. 7. Col. Pino Guerra,
r
leader of the insurgent forces of
del Rio province, announced yesterday that he was ready to begin offensive campaign against the government and intended to make rapid
moves. He said he was simply a soldier obeying orders from a central
committee and had no authority to
name conditions cf peace. He was
ready to support any president elected
uy the people.
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DIVORCED, FREED
REMARRIED ONE DAY

Chicago. Sept. 7. The wife of Prof.
Charles H. Frye, at one time head of
the Cook County Normal school, who
recently returned home after an abyears, was today
sence of thirty-on- e
granted a divorce. A woman from
Herley, S. D., declared she married
Frye under the name of Goddard
twenty years ago.
Prvfi who vm in tall ehareed with
TEMPERANCE WORKERS
bigamy, was released today and went
IN CONVEITION
TODAY to Hammond, Ind., with Mrs. GodHartford, Conn., Sept. 7. Temper dard, where they were remarried.
ance advocates from all parts of New
England and other parts of the coun- SOLDIERS SENTENCED
try are assembled at Lake
TO PRISON FOR LIFE
today to take part In the anWarsaw Sent 7. The trial of all
nual field day, which represents the soldiers
charged with spreading the
largest gathering
temperance
of
for the military league
preachers and advocates in this part propaganda
in sentencing two of
of the country. The whole day will resulted today imprisonment
lor me.
be given up to a discussion of tem- the acused to
perance work and methods and many ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY
prominent' temperance workers, men
HOUSES BURNED IN POLAND
as well as women, will address tne
Poland. Sept 7. A flre
Potaln,
gathering. Among the speakers will
here yesterday by the terrorbe Major John B. Merwin of St. Iuls. started
angered at the refusal of the Inthe Rev. Charles A. Crane of the ists,
to grant their demands, rehabitants
Methodist People's Temple of Bosdestruction
of 17
ton, the Rev. Walter S. Mcntyre of sulted inA the
boy perished in the flames.
Rockville, Judge Edgar M. Werner of houses.
Putnam, the Rev. Duane N. Griffith of WICHITA, KAS., CARNIVAL
Hartford, and R. H. Spooner of KenWILL OPEN TONIGHT
sington.
Wichita, Kas., Sept. 7. The
Jubilee, as the annual carnival
is called, opened here tonight and will
continue for a week. Thousands of
people from this state and Oklahoma
are coming to Wichita to attend the
AMATEUR
various festivities.
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JTHLETIC8

New York, Sept. 7. The junior athletic championship of the Ama.eur
Athletic Union will be held this afternoon, on Travers Island, under the auspices of the New York Athletic
Club. The number of entries for the
junior events, as well as for the seniors, which will be held at the same
place, tomorrow, is unusually large,
and for the Junior events some highly
promising young athletes are listed.
The Junior championships have an interesting history. A few years ago,
when the New York Athletic Club
had corraled champion athletes on
both sides of the water, and won the
national events in every specialty
with monotonous regularity, the other
clubs revolted, anil called upon the
Amateur Athletic Union to do something to save amateur athletics by
giving the other clubs more show.
It is true, the- - New York Athletic Club
could never be convicted of having obtained its athletes in any but a legitimate way, but the fact remained. So,
to pacify the smaller clubs, the junior
championships
It
were instituted.
was made the rule that no man is
eligible to the juniors who has ever
won a senior event.
This proved a
great boon to athletics from the very
beginning and there was an immediate revival of athletics among the
smaller clubs. Although the
Club became a dangerous
rival of the New York Athletic Club,
and followed the tactics of the latter,
there was no change in the situation
so far as the senior athletic championships are concerned, hut the
smaller clubs have at least the
of the Junior championships,
which are closely and jealously guard-eJ- Irish-Americ-
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St.

Spelter.
Louis, Sept. 7.- - Spelter, firm.
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NEW YORK CITYSCHOOLS
OPEN

MONDAY

New York, Sept. 7. Everything is
in readiness for the opening of the
schools next Monday. In an effort to
keep pace with the increase of the

number of children expected for the
new school year, the board of education has made ood use of the vacation months to provide additional
quarters for school purposes and ft is
hoped that it will be possible to place
nearly all children in full time classes.
At the same time many improvements
were made in various buildings. The
text books and supplies required for
the various schools have been delivered and are ready for immediate distribution on the opening day. This
is a strong contrast to the methods
of former years, when the lack of supplies in limst cases caused considerable delay in the work of the schools
for several days, and even weeks It
may be realized what an enormous
task it Is to supply the schools of New
York with the necessary books anil
supplies, from the fact that more than
six thousand orders, including more
than twelve thousand different Items,
ar. To comhad to be filled this
plete the deliveries of the books and
supplies it was necessary for Superintendent Jones and bis subor J;nutes
lo forego their vacation.
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UP AND
REBELS PREVENT REPAIRS
Havana, Sept. 7. Two bridges of
the Western railway between Pinar
del Rio and San Luis were blown up
with dynamite this morning. A force
sent to repair the bridges was stopped
by GOO rebels.
BRIDGE

WERE UNANIMOUS

Train No. 2, due here this morning, Refusal of Joint Statehood.
which is undoubtedly .delayed by the
Republicans Nominated
fire which destroyed the depot and
Harvey eating house at Needles, Cal.,
Cooper For Delegate.
yesterday morning, was reported to
arrive at 5:20 tots 'feline but it
would be safe to give it an hour's
grace over this time. The complete JUDGE ANINSWORTII TO
destruction of the buildings and the
RUN ON STATE TICKET
intense heat which attended this destruction left a pile of debris on the
railroad tracks and so warped them
The two territorial conventions ad
that it was found necessary to build a Journed last night at 10 o'clock to
new track around the wreckage be- meet two years hence after the demfore trains could pass. The comple- ocrats had nominated Mark Smith for
tion of this "shoo-fly- "
track, coupled delegate and the republicans had nam
with the time lost while the passen- ed Will F. Cooper of Globe to make
gers were being fed by the greatly the congressional race.
crippled eating house facilities, caused
The platforms of Iwith parties call
the delay of No. 2. However, in keep- for an equitable taxation for the min
ing with their usual tactics in cases of lng corporations and other property
emergency, the Harvey people have and the republicans endorse Roose
rushed material and supplies Into velt especially for his action in grant
Needles and a temporary eating house ing Arizona the referendum lu the
is already In course of construction to Hamilton bill.
serve until a new and substantial
Judge C. F. Ainsworth of Phoenix
house can be buiir.
one of the leaders of the statehood
of the Needles forces In Arizona, who had been In
The destruction
house recalls that It has Been loss Bisbee for several days, announced
than two years since the Harvey that the state builders, crowded to
house at Ash Fork was destroyed by the wall by the bulldozing and coer
fire.
clve tactics of the republicans and
The Chicago limited, which passed democrats in convention here will
through the city last night, passed hold a convention of their own at
through the Needles just a few min- Phoenix before a month has passed.
utes before the flre broke out. Train- At this time they will nominate a del
men aboard the limited said that a egate to congress who General Ainsreflection of the fire in the heavens worth admits will likely be himself.
could be seen from Kingman, a distance of thirty miles.
RAILROAD TICKET AGENTS
MEET IN MILWAUKEE
The terrible death of Conductor
Carter, who lost his life in the flre,
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 7. Nearly
has cast a shadow of sorrow among 200 members of the International As
railroad men from Needles to Win-slo- sociation of Railroad Ticket Agents
One of tke sad features of his accompanied by about 200 ladies, indeath is that he leaves a wife and lit- vaded the Cream City to attend
tle son at Winslow to mourn the loss the annual convention of the as
of a loving husband and father.
sociation, which will bo In session
The lives of Conductors King nnd here until the end of the week. After
Hawes, who were also badly burned In the convention the agents and thVir
the fire, still hang in the balance. The ladles will take a pleasure trip to
injuries of both are very serious.
Montana and the Yellowstone Park.

Disappeared For Thirty One
Years and Then Brought
Another Wife.

ing munitions of war. United States
authorities have been asked to pre
vent any filibusters leaving this port

TRAINS

NO. 2 DUE AT ABOUT 6 P. M.
LIVES OF CONDUCTORS KING
ANDW HAWES HANG
IN BALANCE.

OF

TWO SHIPS ARE PREPARING
TO CAPTURE CUBAN SHIP
New York,Sept. 7. The World tosays:
day
A Cuban junta in New York
is thought to be fitting out two men
of war to intercept the Cuban gov
ernment ship, Maria Herrera, now at WAS
utish s stores, Scuth Brooklyn, load-

Com-poun-

HAS

DEDICATION

Liverpool, Sept. 7. Without discus
sion the trades union congress today
unanimously
Instructed
the labor
members of parliament to introduce
a bill providing for the nationalizing
of all railways, canals and mines In
the United Kingdom.

CUBAN 1NSERGENTS WILL

ing in Mexico and of an organized
revolution against President Diaz to
be false, David E. Thompson, American ambassador to Mexico, has made
an exhaustive report to the Btate department, setting forth in detail information which could not be conveyed in his previous confidential dispatches.
He has renewed his request that in
compliance with thi wishes of Mexico's president, this government shall
take steps to suppress the revolutionary junta at St. Louis, which publishes in Spanish a papr called Regener-aclo-

IN

THE

UNITED KINGDOM

Two Hundred Thousand Metal Workers In This Country
Have United to Dempnd an Eight Hour Labor
'
Day In Their Work.

From This Country on the Charge
That It Is Anarchistic.
report of a bitter

MANUAL LABOR

I

Liverpool Trades Union Congress In
structs Labor Members of Parliament
To Introduce Bill Nationalizing All

GOVERNMENT

ITS

IS INCREASING

WORLD

Junta There Sends False Reports of Conditions in Mexico and Produces
Prejudices in This Country

NUMBER 217

QUITE RAPIDLY IN THE

REPORTS OF REVOLUTION

TO

U)OG.

EDUCATING

ITS

Grain and Provisions.
Sept. 7. Wheat

flilrag),
t;'.irHfi Toe;

Com Sept.
Oats Sept.

m um

Pork

Lard

Washington, I). C, Sept. ".The
reports from officers In the army who
have to do with the schools for cooks
land bakers, show that much interest
is being awakened among the enlisted force in the instruction, especially
as commanding officers are inclined
to encourage the work, and there are
offered for every fifteen or twenty
.students, two prizes of $10 and $15.
respectively, for excellence in their
work. There is u growing demand
jto enter the classes, and it is realized
that the service wi.l materially bene- fit by this desire. At one of the west- ern posts the graduates gave a din-into one hunHred guests, including
jthe officers who were Interested in
their work, and the menu was one
which would have been a credit to
the best of city hotels, the official report states. The plau to educate the
cooks and bakers is one which has
star etdreeently as un experiment, to
the end that the service might have
in its enlisted force competent men
who could be attached to each company or troop and provide good food.
It was reasoned that this would contribute Lu the contentment
of the
men.

Hibs
IS.ti".

Sept.

Vic. .
47c; Dec. i2c.
Dec. 30c.
2c;
$16.87'
Jan. $13.37'4-

Dec.

Sept.
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PROMINENT BOOK PUBLISHER

OF CHICAGO DIES TODAY
7.
Sept.
.os Angeles,
Alexander
Iiilf rd. formerly prominent book and
magazine publish' r of Chicago died
hire lousy of paralysis.
I

.

'

en

INTERNATIONAL

POLAR

Money Market.
New York, Sept. 7. Money on call,
per cent; ruling rate, 12;
14
7

prime mercantile paper,
silver

-

i

'

PEALS FOR AID FOR

WRIT OF HABEAS CORPUS
FOR STEVE ADAMS ASKED
PEOPLEOF CHILE
Boise, Idaho, Sept. 7. An applica
tion for a writ of habeas corpus was
made this morning by Darrow & Nu
gent on behalf of Steve Adams, who
is held In the penitentiary here as a Suffering Very Great Down
witness in the Moyer, Hsywood and
There. He Declares and
Pettlbone cases. The writ was issued
by Judge Stewart and made returnNot Confined
able at 2 o'clock tomorrow. J. W. Milman,
brings
lard, a wealthy union
the
action, Adams was not mixed up In
the Steunenborg assassination but is CITY OF VALPARAISO
supposed to hold valuable information
BUT IS WIDE SPREAD
against the alleged "Inner circle" of
the Western federation of Miners,
which the prosecution has been guardWashington, Sept. 7. "The suffering with great care by holding Adams ing
is very great," says Mr. Hicks,
in prison.
American minister to Chile, In a dispatch received by the state departMETAL WORKERS WILL
ment today, urging (he people of the
DEMAND EIGHT HOURS
Chicago, Sept. 7. The fight for an United States to lend a helping hand
eight-hou- r
day, which will effect for the relief of the distress caused by
more than 200,000 workers In the vari the recent earthquake that destroyed
ed In Chicago next Monday. Delegates Valparaiso and dldgreat damage to
in Chicago next Monday. Delegates other Chilean towns. The officials of
every local "Organization
from
of the state department think a lack of
metal trades workers in America will Interest Is shown in the misfortune
meet to form an international federa- of this sister republic.
tion, which will collect funds and carry on the fight. It is not expected
that the change will take place for LAS VEGAS WILL
four years, but the unions intend to
be ready for the struggle If it comes.
HAVE FALL FAIR
STARTS FOR AMERICA
WITH BANK WRECKER
Chicago, Sept. 7. Assistant States AND FESTIVAL, 8EPTEMBER 25,
Attorney liarbour today received a
AND 27 OFFICERS OF THE
telegram from Assistant Attorney Ol-sASSOCIATION.
at Tangier, saying that Stensland
had been turned over to him. It is
The official progra mof the Second
believed that Olsen will start at once Annual Northern New Mexico
Fair
for America with the bank wrecker.
and Fall Festival, to be held at Laa
Vegas September 25, 26 and 27, inLARGE NUMBER OF
clusive, has been received
this ofENTRANCES RECORDED fice. The fair association atbangs
up
Seagirt. N. J.. Sept. 7. The largest $5,000 in purses and prizes, including
number of entrances ever recorded in a $1,000 prize, divided iuta first, secan individual competition in this ond and third money, for a baseball
country was reported here today when tournament.
firing in the national individual conF. H. Pierce is president
the astest was started. There were 747 ex- sociation, S. Dacharach vice of
president,
perts in the contest for honors and a M. W. Browne treasurer and George
cash prize of $1,000. At the conclu- A. Fleming secretary. V. J. Lucas hi
sion of the first stage, 200 yards. Cor- chairman of the baseball committee.
poral Hughes of New Mexico had the The racing program is divided into
highest score, 47 out of 50.
four races each the first and second
days of the fair, and five races the last
NORTHWEST PHOTOGRAPHERS
day, including cowboy relay races, laHOLD BIG CONVENTION
races, cowboy running races and
Spokane, Wash., Sept. 7. Nearly dles'
straight races at different lengths.
200 photographers from all parts of
All purses will be divided 60, 25 and
the northwest have been attracted to 15 per cent, respectively,
and there
this city by, the annual convention of will be no entrance fee charged.
the Photographers' association of the of the features of the fall fair andSoma
fes
Pacific Northwest, which opened here tlval, according to the official protosession,
for a three days'
gram, will be horse racing, baseball
gether with an exhibition of photo- tournament,
grand trades display,
graphs and photographic materials magnificent flower
parade, agricultur
Is
exhibition
The
appliances.
and
exhibits, cowboy and relay races,
highly Interesting and is the finest al
assocfHtlon convention, cav-a- ly
over shown In this part of the coun bankers'
maneuver,
street carnival, etc.
have
try.
Leading manufacturers
sent valuable exhibits of cameras,
k.ead and Copper.
plates, films, photographic apparatus,
New "iork. Sept. 7. Lead, firm,
chemicals, etc., of great interest to $5.753 5.9j; copper, strong, 18ft19.
the visiting photographers.
St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Sept. 7. Wool, steady;
unchanged.

7c.

hept. $S.5; Oct. $S.7514.
Oct.
Sept.
$8.70i&8.72Vi;

FINANCIAL

AMERICAN MINISTER AP-

MATTERS OE
ITANCE

7. Secretary
Sept.
Washington,
Shaw made public a circular letter
dated today to all national bank de- posltorles. in which he says In effect
that he expects public money in depository banks to be used in the communities where it is deposited and not
through brokers and other
loaned
ugents in New York for speculative
purposes.
The letter says: "Public deposits
are made in aid of legitimate business
as distinguished from speculation,
whatever the nature of the case. Do- pository city banks are expected to
loan at regular rates or not at all, and
they must not bo tempted to act as
agents instead of correspondents for
other depository banks In making call
loans at high rates."

Receiver Earle President.
Philadelphia, Sept.. 7. It was reported on the Slock exchange this afternoon that Receiver Karle had completed the reorganization of the Real
company and will
Kstate Trust
become the president of the

Brussels, Sept. 7. The International congress, called under the auspices of the Belgian government, for
the consideration of means to secure
of the leading nathe
tions in the systematic study of the
polar regions, was opened here today.
Geographers, scientists and distingrepresentatives of nearly
uished
every civilized nation, are in attendance, and the greatest interest in the
proposed plan is shown by them.
The movement originated in the Colonial Congress, which met at Mom
some time ago, when the advantage
of completing the exploration of the
Artie and Antarctic regions in accordance with the best program that can
be arranged and by the Joint efforts
of several countries, was strongly emphasized. The temptation has been
great in the polar regions to make
records of high altitudes on long
sledge Journeys, to the exclusion of
detail study. It Is expected lhat the
basis of the plans that may be adopted will be scientific geographical explorations, which In all other parts of
the world Is Is already replacing the
long and rough route surveys of the
The Belgian govpioneer travelers.
ernment has shown great interest in
the proposed work, and it is safo to
say that it will be ready and willing
to participate in any plan for the
scientific exploration of the polar

4f 7

per cent;

PARK HORSE SHOW
Chicago, 111.. Sept. 7. Notwithstanding the quarrel of the Oak Park
with the
Horse Show management
Oak Park Businessmen's association,
the usual horse show at Oak Park will
open this afternoon on the grounds of
Westward-H- o
Golf club and promises
to be a great success. The trouble originated when the horse show managers asked the business men to set
their parade either before or after the
parade of the horses. The business
men Indignantly refused, and said
they would have their parade at the
time originally set, or not at all. The
Horse Show managers were, obdurate
and finally the businessmen gave up
their parade altogether, but tried to
get even by refusing to advertise tho
horse show or have their advertisements put in the horse show program. The supporters of the horse
show are nearly all very wealthy people and they did not care very much
whether the business men of OaK
Park felt offended or not. The management filled its programs with adbusiness
vertisements
of Chicago
houses and the Oak Park business
men were left out In the cold.
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to tho ardor of tho

Colorado

Twisting Lion's Tall.
Some ten years after our war the
democrats got to be somewhat Anglo-maniac, and the republicans did the
though both put Irish
pranks in their platforms. The tariff
the cause of it. Tnousands of
truthful and patriotic republicans were
ready to swear that they had seen
with their own eyes the millions of
British gold sent over here to buy
elections for the democratic party and
free trade for England. England Is 8
great trailer, the greatest the world
ever saw; but It was absurd to suppose that she ever bought, or attempted to buy, an American election.
When the tariff Issue gave place to
16 to 1 the parties again changed
places. Bryan and Champ Clark twisted tiie British lion's tall as vigorously
as Ingalls or Foraker had ever cut
the caper In the name of protection.
According to that fine o.u fellow,
Richard P. Bland, who could no more
harlor an insincerity than he could
invent perpetual
motion according
to "Silver Dick" the only thing In the
universe that was meaner than Wail
sf,eeti was Lombard street.
The
"Crime of 73" was laid on England,
and millions cf men believed it, and
when Bryan was beaten In 1S96 those
same millions were assured that .jey
and their posterity had been sold Into
slavery for "British gold."

I

COUNTRY
UNFRIEND
Every Political Party In This
Country Has Taken Turns
In Their Efforts
TO TWIST THETA1L OF

i

THE GREATBRITISH LION

On Our Side

Interesting History of Relations of
this Country to the Mother
Whence We Sprang.
By Savoyard.
Special to evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Sept. 7. About
the middle of the eighteenth century
tr William Pitt who later became
Esrl of Chatham, was the minister of
King George II and the real ruler of
Great Br.iain.
Hia
administration
was one of the most successful and
most glorious the realm has ever
known. On land and sea British
arms were everywhere victorious In
Europe, in India, in America, wherever the issue of battle was Joined:
and thus it is that the fame of Chat- flam rivals that of Cromwell, or Marlborough before uim or that of Nelson
or Wellington after him, in English
annals. At that time the thirteen colonies of North America, extending
from New Hampshire to Georgia, were
a part of the British empire and every
one of them as loyal to King George
as Kent, or iorkshire, or Somerset,
or Northumberland, it was the genius
of Pitt operating on, the army and
navy of England that wrested Canada
from France and made an English
possession of it, and American soldiers and saiiors helped in the enterprise. They were gallant to a degree
In the capture of Lewisburg and the
reduction of Cape Breton.
After the accession of George III a
new administration was formed. Gren-villBute, North, Townsend, Elden,
Wedderburn. and others who agreed
with them took in hand the affairs of
the British empire. They proposed to
tax the thirteen colonies, to Impose
on them a part of the expense of defending them. It was perfectly legal
and If it were not so unpatriotic, I
would say of It. what I Uilnk of it,
that it was perfectly Just, for the
war was on our account as well as on
account 01 the rest of the realm, but
It was a foolish thing to do, however
legal, and the result was our independence, of which we are all glad
and proud. Wihen peace wa made
England wanted to fling in Canada for
good count and pull out of the western hemisphere; but Washington refused. He knew that France wanted
Canada for the help she gave us in the
revolution, and he preferred the English flag up there to the French.
England Factor In Our Politics.
Since the creation of the federal
union, England has been an almost
constant factor In American politics.
Hamilton was the friend of England
and Jefferson was a friend of France.
We were in actual war with France
during the administration of the eld-f- r
Adams, and It was then that old
Tom Truxtun performed a fiat on the
quarterdeck of the Constellation frigate against two French
which a Decatur, a Preble, a Perry, a
Porter, a Farragut, or a Dewey might
envy, in 1812 we engaged in war
with England, and it was in urging us
to that encounter that Clay, Webster,
and Calhoun laid the toiuulations of
their ininimense parliamentary reputations,
jackson's victory was the
more glorious because it was a victory over the English. For long years
and years Engalnd was cordially hated
by our people. Every Fourth of July
oration was a philippic and a threat
against England: every American orator loved to twist the British lion's
tail; there was not a day for nearly
half a century that a war with England would not have been immensely
lropular. We sent John C. Heenan to
lick Tow Sayers, end though he made
a rather pour wrk of it, we sincerely
believed tiiat he accomplished it, and
bragged about that prize fight more
than we did of the glorious day of
Uuena ista. How we did glory in
Paul Morpliy, whom The English chess
champion, Staunton, ran away from.
We were on the verge of ar with
England aeveral times, li wag "Old
Hill" Allen, then a democrat ic senator from Ohio, who gave the defiant
cry "54:40 or tight" when we had the
dispute aliout the line between our
country and the British oseisslonB
at the northwest. W stopped short
of 54:40, aud we did no! fight. Ther
was a big row over tile Maine boundary, which WVbster managed to cum-ouwithout a war. mere were in
ar

e

in Spanish War.
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DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

Aseptic Paper
Drinking Cups

of tbe man
of the man
of the n.'in
of the man
of the man
of the man

Health Insurance in its
Cheapest Form

&fQ
For Invalids
Tourists and

'

School Chlldrtn

Sold by
HIGHLAND

tht

PHARMACY

205 East Railroad Ave.

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Tint St. and Cold Mvahua

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full Set of Teeth.....
$6
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling
$1.50 up
50o
Painless Extracting
ALL

ABSOLUTELY
ANTEED.

WORK

f

f
V U

.T)

f

GUAR-

11

n
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MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

wo

should be working for youT
wotnd gladly lend you moneyT
.vho mould like to buy your hors?
who would buy an Interest in your business?
who would buy that lot of ground?
who would buy your old bicycle?

ALBUQUERQUE

Citizen Want Ads. Furnish you

NEW MEXICO

Capital and Surplus, $100,000

with names nnd addresses
who arc
of people
Neccessary
to You Prosperity"
WANTED.

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

bookkeeper
WANTED Lady
Call at 308 West
stenographer.
Railroad avenue.
WANTED Help furnished and employment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Abraham's Employment Agency, F.
U Colburn. proprietor, K'9 West
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
W ANTEx)
A man to do road work.
Good salary. Apply at once. 216V4
South faeeond street.
WANTED Man" to'rriake himself generally useful about business house.
Must be accurate In figures and
have some knowledge ot bookkeeping. No invalids. Address M. D.,
Citizen office.
WANTED i'rl for general housework. Call 006 West Railroad avenue.
WANTED TwtTgood apprentice girls,
will start with small wages. Miss
Iaura M. Lutz (successor to the
Gilbert Millinery Co.)
WANTED A waiter or waitress at
Vendome hotel.
"
WANTED Chambermaid. Apply at
Columbus Hotel.
WANTEDClerk"! for generSl
store; must speak Spanish with good recommendation. Address S., this office.
WANTED A good worn3n cook to
cook only one meal a day. Good
wages. Must be first-clacook.
German or Swede preferred. Address G. K. N. Citizen office.
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-han- d
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Sena address end
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor.

MONEY to LOAN

COPP.
N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
B. F.

nOOM 12,

ss

Johnson over there when Andy Johnson was president, and he introduced
the canvas-bacduck to the English
palate. Since Cedrlc was a Saxon
that, Tias been a good way to get the
good will of an Englishman.
Jamss
Russell Lowell, who was a copperFOR RENT.
head, in our war with Mexico, of the
r
most venomous kind, delighted
Kitchen, dining room
England with his speeches. FOR RENTroom,
$15 per month. The
bed
and
diamond-bacBayard
Thomas F.
cooked
i Minneapolis House, 524 South Secasterrapin for them, and thus
ond street, Albuquerque, N. M.
sailed the most vulnerable part of an
Englishman his belly. John Hay and i Ti R RENT T wo" fuYn i s bed rooms
for light housekeeping; front porch,
Joseph H. Choate gave them more
nicely screened. 415 North Sixth
r
oratory, and we
and more
street.
ai-- j
the very best of friends diplohouse.
matic England and diplomatic Amer- FOR RENT Nice, three-rooica.
Ives, the florist.
Elegant furnished rooms
And yet the people of England do FOR RENT
for gentleman only. Reasonable. 417
not like the people tf America, and
West Silver avenue.
the people of America do not like the
people of England.
And yet again FOR REN r Pleasant front rooms for
tne two peoples are virtually allies,
housekeeping.
Rent reasonable
and must continue so. Together they
Close in. Corner of Sixth street and
can lick the world, and their interRailroad avenue.
ests are so nrica in common that one
RENTV-Saloon- -in
good" location
of them cann"t allow the other to be FOR"
In city; fixtures
and everything
injured. That is why England enready for business. Apply to Con
couraged us to keep the Philippines.
solidated Liquor Co.
But we do not love England and
FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms
England does not love us;.
at tho Mineapolls house, with or
without housekeeping, $1 per week
SHAKE IT Or r.
and up. Albuquerque, N. M.
k

k
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EXPELS c

oQ).d)o BLOOD HUMORS

Itching, disfiguring eruptions, rashes, boils, etc.. as well as pimples,
s
and rough scaly skins, show the presence of some irritating
humor in the blood, rhese acids and humors with which the blood is filled
are being constantly thrown off through the pores
and glands, and the skin
is kept in a feverish, diseased and unsightly condition. Nothing applied
externally can change the condition of the blood
or prevent the outflow of
poisons and acids ; only constitutional treatment can do this. The countless
r,aives lotions, etc.. that are used cannot reach the humor-ladeu.uou ami arc mereiore. useless, except for the temporary comfort and cleanliness they afford. The acid poison in the blood, which is the cause of the
trouble, must be removed before a cure can be effected. S. S. S. is a real
.
blood .imnfier. tiossessintr
,
n all the r..m,ir
iu neutralize anui iciiiuvc nic
numor from the circulation.
It ''i"vinini3
coniilctclv ..li.-atetnm ,,f the
poison and restores this vital fluid to its natural state of purity S. S. S. cools
'I t V "Yv,-- ' """" y mm instead oi pouring out acrid m atter on the skin
no,u.r,,su ft vvith
proFerties, ami the eruptions
and diseases
the skin pass away.
k on Skin Diseases and medical
kuvicc nee.
THE SWIFTS CtriC CO.. ATLANTA. CA.
black-head-

n
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INTEREST

Furniture, pianos. Organs, Horses,
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as lq,w as $10 and as high ai
$200. Loans are quickly mads and
strictly private. Time: One month
to one year given. Goods remain In
your possession. Our rates ere reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 8 and 4, Grant Bldg.
815 West Railroad Aye.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.

ALLOWED

ON

SAYINGS

DEPOSITS

On

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed

H

II

1.

te.

OM.

A.

.

Facilities.

7
f

It

Vf

Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

and

Solicit

rsvrff'-""-3

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna, Presioent: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier- - W
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Win. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldrldge, Solo-- J
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E. Crocawell. '

REAL ESTATE
HOUSES

LOTS

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RY.

RANCHES

For Sale By

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
AUtJQUBRQUa, N.

PORTERFIELD CO.
110 West Gold Ave.

BACON

&

JOSHUA fl. tJCTHOUm
Zl, .TL; jYrViiil01

BASHINSKY

m

-

McK33B

REAL

ESTATE

205 West Gold

AN 3

Auto Phone 578

PROFESSIONAL

V.

..

. . . .Tie

Preatdea

Castle

a aKPOVTOtXl

.r

A

CARDS

raw vp ospnai, 0an
DsvosMotr tar Atcatooa,

LAWYERS.
Ira M. Bond.
ATTOR-.'EAT LAW. 32 F street
N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquerque, N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.

ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office,
Mock, Albuquerque, N. M.

M.
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The Spanish war came and we
heard a deal about the relative thickness of blood and water, and there Is
no doubt that England was on our
side, not. for love uf us, but because
it was profoundest policy. The rest
of Europe was against us, and there
Is not room for much doubt that the
"powers" of the continent would have
choked us off Spain if they had believed England would only be neutral; but England with unnecessary
ostentation put the Channel fleet in
motion. It was merely a stroke of
policy on the part of Mr. John Bull
and he Is expert at thai game.
After the treaty of Paris there Is
no doubt that England encouraged us
to "expand" and she was more interested In that question thai in any
we ever undertook.
We speak her
language; we have adapted her policy.
What is the Inevitable consequence?
Why, virtual alliance, even if she lias
to "fling In Canada" when the ptar Is
ripe. The trouble Is, will Canada suffer
herself to be "flung in?" She now has
the protection of the British navy
without cost. As a part of the American Union she would be taxed for a
navy. In short. England has no
friends except her colonies, though Rid Youraelf of Unnecessary Burdens.
she and France are netting on a basis
Albuquerque Citizen Shows You
of good understanding, and her alli-ac- e
How.
with Japan Is a bargain of muunnecessary
advantage.
tual
Don't bear
burdens.
Germany would lick
her tomorrow if she thought she was
Burdens of a bad back are unnecessary.
man enough to do It.
Get rid of them.
We Were For the Boers.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure bad backs;
But when the war In South Africa
Cure lame, weak and aching backs;
came, 75 per cent of cur people were
Cure every form of kidney Ills.
for the Boers, and how we did howl
Lots of local endorsements to prove
with fiendish glee over their early vic- this.
tories! How we did flock to the theatC. A. Hall, machinist in the round
er in this town of Washington to sit house of the Santa Fe shops, resientranced under the spell of Web- dence 204 Atlantic avenue, says: "I
ster Davis' spasmodic and hysteric have had attacks of pain Just across
eloquence and laid it on the patriotic the part of my back immediately over
impulses cf Web's great heart that he the kidneys, some of which lasted an
got stage fright on that immense oc entire week. When they occurred
casion. De Wet was magnified into there was no let up to the aching, and
a Forrest; Botha was Stonewall Jack neutrally I was on the outlook for
son; the Transvaal was Greece and something to check the trouble if not
Poland and Ireland, and England was radically dispose of it. The last medieverything that was despotic and cine I tried was Doan's Kidney Pills
more, too. But England was grimly prcoured at a drug store. To say that
resolved, and history teaches that they are worth recommending feebly
when England Is In that humor, and expresses my opinion of them. They
united at home a settlement In her quickly removed the trouble."
favor is tnly a question of time, and
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
so it was now. Of course, we throw cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N.
It up to her that she has had
allies Y., sole agents for the United States.
In her big wars; that Marlborough
Remember the name Doan's and
was aided by Eugene, and without' take no other.
64.
Eugene the armies of France would
h:,t? prevailed. But what would Eu- ' They say opium smoking Is becomgene have done without Marlborough? ing
more respectable In China. They
We are not left In doubt. What did must: have used the muck
rate and
Eugene do wlthmt Marlborough? And
adulteration with clgaret tothe same problem is presented In bacco.
Chatham's first ministry. It is quite
likely tlial England would have won
Cut this out and take it to any drug
me "Seven Years' War" without Frederick the Great; but It is absolutely store and get a free sample of Chamcertain that Frederick would
have berlain's Stomach and Livor Tablets.
lost his crown and his realm without These tablets are far superior to any
England. Again, it was England who pills, being easier taken and more
beat Napoleon, and but for her the pleasant in effect. They correct
of the stomach, liver and bowCorslcan demi god would have masterHy orders in cnincil els. All druggists.
ed the world.
she made nil the oceans and all the
seas Britibh lakes, mid no flag, but MONEY furnished on bonds and stock
hers galled the deep. What Lucan said
Issue, in high class propositions;
of Cardingan applies to England,
will
loans and charters secured;
much as on., may hate her.
take interest in new corporation.
First National Bond Co., Rector
Diplomatically Great Friends.
Bldg., Chicago.
Diplomatic England and America
o
are tine friends. We sent Reverdy
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
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men-of-w-

numerable disputes about tne fisheries
and ' when an American commodore
took Mnson and Sililell off a British
merchantman there would have been
a war, as certain as fate, but for the
Rood sense of Abraham Lincoln and
i he good offices
of the prince consort.
There Is a rieitl of chimney-cornehistory regarding the presence cf a Russian naval squadron in New York harbor during the war between the states
and thousands of men of Average Intelligence think it unpatriotic to question the assertion that by That stroke
Russia Intimidated England and prevented her from inurfering in our
family fight. Bosh! The British fleet
at Halifax alone could have sunk the
entire Russian navy an hour after It
got In gunsh t of it. There are two
things that prevented England from
luKrfering one, a majority of the
English people sympathized with the
north, on account of slavery, and
those of them wljo sympathized with
the south believed that the south
believed that the south would not
need any help. I do believe that if
Lord Palmerston had supixised the
norm would prevail, he would have
picked a quarrel with me Lincoln ad
ministration thru would have made
war Inevitable.

EVENING CITIZEN.

FRIDAY.
mmmmmmmtmammmmmmmmtmaammmKmmmmmBmmmmmmma..

Crom-wel- l

DENTISTS.

J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon,
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
mail.
FOR RENT Apartments
In Park
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
View terrace, eight rooms each;
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
steam heated, and all other modern hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:a p. m.; 1:30
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19, p. m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. ApGrant Block.
pointments made by mall.
FOR RENT Cottages and cottage
PHYSICIANS.
flats, one to five rooms. Very niceDR. R. L. HUST.
ly furnished, pianos, etc.,. to suit
Office,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
tenants. Mrs. Norrls, No. 110 East
Tuberculosis
treated with
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
"OR SALE.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
FOR SALE One Buffalo, scale, 1 nurse in attendance. Both 'phones.
marble counter, 1 Ice box, capacity
UNDERTAKER.
1 ton, 1 Ice machine,
power
Auto,
'phone
316.
Colo., Red 115.
engine, 1
power boiler, 2
A. BORDERS
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat
chopper, 1 bone grinder, 1 sausage Commercial Club Building. Black
and White Hearse, $5.
stuffer, racks and hooks, at Tony
Mlchelbach's, Old Town.
ARCHITECTS.
FOR SALE A well established groSpencer
W.
F.
and V. O. Walling-ford- .
cery business; owner has good reasRooms
Barnett building,
ons for selling. For further particulars address letter, if you desire to Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
engage in business, to W care CitiCIVIL ENGINEER.
DR.
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Railway Oompa

ST A TE NA TIONAL BAN!
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

CAPITAL,
$100,000.00
SURPLUS AND PROFITS, . . . 22,000.00
Interest Paid on Time Deposits
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the Woi

We Want Your

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

O. N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Miera.
D. H. varns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
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GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

46-4-

zen office.

FOR7sal"E One No. 1 hand Sharpies
tubercular cream separator, at a
bargain. Loudon's Jersey
Farm.
I'oiorarlo Phone Red 92.
FOR bALE Family horse. See II. S.
Knight.
FOH S A LEFu niTt

ure7r"fl

ve-

-: room

J. R. Farwell.
Room 23, N. T. Armijo building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
Office with W. B. Chllders. 117 West
Gold avenue.
RODERICK STOVErt, E. E.

house, tall at 114 South Arno street
Sale commences Tuesday Sept. 4.
LE
er
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
FOR-SAMy general-storRare
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
chance for someone to secure an Gas
and gasoline engines a specialty.
established business.
Address
90S
west Kaiiroad avenue. AutoM., PueMitos, N. M.
matic 'phone, 179.
FOR SAE Bicycle aud general
shop with fine set of tools;
EXAMINER OF. TITLES.
good paying business.
Porterfield
H. R. WHITING,
Co.. 110 Gold avenue.
119 South Second Street, First
ban j some llardman No.
National Bank building.
piano, in fine condition and almost
Albuquerque, N. M.
new, at a bargain.
For particu
Examiner and abstracter of land
lars, call at this omce.
titles, including those of Spanish and
FOR SALE Five Jersey milk cows. Mexican origin.
13 Jersey heifers, a 2 year-oland
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors, No.
one Jersey bull; relgstered stock;
also nouse for rent. 1500 South 209 West Railroad avenue, is prepared to give thorough scalp treatJohn street.
rOR SALK A well established gen-er- ment, do hair dressing, tra--t corns,
merchandise store, doing good bunions and ingrowing nails. She
business, in good country town; gives massage treatment and manicurgood reasons
for selling; store ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
building and dwelling for rent or of complexion cream builds up the
skin and Improves the complexion,
sale. P. u. box 218.
is guaranteed not to be injurious.
FOR SALE The Minneapolis Houso, and
She also prepares a hair tonic that
at a bargain. Must be sold. Forty-fou- r cures
and prevents dandruff and hair
rooms, all newly furnished,
out; restores life to dead hair;
painted and papered. The best pay- falling
ing property In Albuquerque. Any removes moles, warts and superfluous
hair. Also a face powder, a freckle
otrer acceptable. Call or address C. cure
and pimple cure and pile cure.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
All of the.se preparations are purety
Albuquerque, N. M.
vegetable compounds. Have Just adFOR
sXLEGeneral merchandise ded a vibrator machine for treatment
business on the El Paso and South- of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
western In eastern New Mexico. It la also used for rheumatism, pains
Stock $15,000 to $20,000. Fine
and massage
for right party. Can explain good reason for selling.
Well Worth Trying.
healthiest in New Mexico.
W. 11. Brown, the popular pension
Inquiries to this pamper.
attorney, of Pittsfield. Vt., says: Next
to a pension, the best thing to get 1
LOST.
Dr. King's New Life PIUh. He writes;
MIST A brown leather pocket book "They keep my family in splendid
last nielli in business portion of health." Quick cure for Headache,
25c.
fit y, containing keys and trinkets, Constipation and Biliousness.
with
name of Mrs. Frank Yott. Guaranteed by all druggists.
Finder please return to this office.
A Citizen .Want ad does the work.
Try
Try one.
Citizen Waul ad.

THE QUESTION IS THE PLUMBER
not the value of plumbing. Our work
is warmly commended by those who

have had the most difficult and fntri-cat- e
Jobs to be done, proof positive of
our knowledge, skill, carefulness, conscientiousness.
May
we
have the
pleasure of classing you with our
Estimates cheerfully given
on all kinds of plumbing work.
We carry the finest line of garden
hose In the city.

,

re-pa-ir

Standard Plumbing and Heating Co.

d

Auto. 'Phone, 671.

Colo., Red 284.
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ESTABLISHED
L. S. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
"OLD RELIABLE."

1873.

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

"

?
A

Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILROAD

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

AVENUE.

M.

S04K4K4KaKOS04KCC

a

.T.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
PAINT Covers more, loo..s best, wears the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BUILDiNu PAPER Always in stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-
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FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

7,

JOHN CAIN PASSES
AWAY

AT D

CHILD LOST
OTHER
ITEMS OF INTEREST.

OLD CITIZEN DEAD
IN MOUNTAINS

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

PAQS THREK

A Free Auto Ride to University Heights!
Five years from now and you would not know it was the same Albuquerque.

The Heights will be the aristocratic residence section

Special Correspondence.
lots at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot; $5.00 down $5.00 per month. No
Better buy some of those beautiful fifty-foof the city.
Demlng, N. M., Sept. 6. Joe Cain,
one of the pioneers of Luna county
interest, and you will double your money. . . .
and Demhlng, Is dead of Brlght's disease, having been confined to his bed
for over a month. Mr. Cain had
host of friends In Doming and the surrounding country, who will learn of
his death with many regrets. He was
buried with Masonic honors in the
city cemetery. He was 65 years of
age and leaves a wife and several
children to mourn his death.
News reaches the city of what came
near being a death by starvation of a
girl out In the Florida
little
mountains south of here. It seems
that last Friday two little Mexican7 HAGERMAN OPPOSES
3. D. Eakln, President.
Chas. Melinl, Secretary
children, a girl and a boy. the boy
O. Gioml, Vice President.
O. Bachechl, Treasurer.
wandered
and the girl 9 years old,
ANNEXATION
PLAN
away from their home and became lost
In some manner
In the mountains.
and the
they lecame separated,
BParrhlni? nartv which went to hunt GOVERNOR DOES NOT WANT TO
OBJECTS
BE MADE A TEXAN
for them found the little boy that af
TO PROPOSITION TO ADD
ternoon. but he could not give any
Successor! to
COUNTIES TO LONE
account of where his little sister was
& EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
STAR STATE.
MELINI
The search continued until yesterday
I
ON THE
WONDERFUL CHANGE
tiinrnlnir when the little girl was
Governor Herbert J. Hagerman of
i WHOLESALE
DURING
THE
DEALERS IN
ISLE
EMERALD
found in a famished conditiGn. having New
Mexico, in answer to a letter
subsisted entirely on the apples of the from a special correspondent asking
PAST TWO OR THREE YEARS IS
nrlcklv pear that grows in me ra
views on U. S. Bateman's plan to
vines, and being entirely without wat his
Lin
WORD BROUGHT TO AMERRoosevelt,
Eddy,
annex
THE
Chaves,
er. She was brought to Demlng, coln and Quay counties to Texas m
given
was
attention
medical
where
ICA BY TIM HEALY, THE FAthe event that Joint statehood is voted
her. and she will recover.
keep everything in
following
given
out
ior
dewn
the
has
MOUS IRISH SATESMAN .HOW
Miss Esther Bolich. has returned
publication:
complete
stock
outfit
the
to
most fastidious
California
to
trip
months'
a
two
from
"I realize thut a good many of the
CONDITIONS ARE BETTERING.
points. Her mother and Miss Alice people
are
which
counties,
of these
will remain out there for another among the
progressive and enerN
month in the hope that the climate getic of anymost
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That magnetism

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

can be localized Is the discovery
the remarkab'e Invention

which forms the basis of
known as the telegraphone.

THE TERRITORIAL FAIR
The morning paper refers with pride which Is ceryears
tainly pardonable to the fact that for twenty-liv- e
Albuquerque has been supporting single handed and
alone the New Mexico territorial fair, which th paper
Justly claims to be one of the leading Instrumentalities
in the development of the Sunshine territory. A contrast in this particular Is drawn between New Mexico
and Missouri, In tie latter of which the legislature for
six years has been dealing liberally with its state fair,
thereby making it an event of general interest and Important attractions.
It is true that the Albuquerque city government has
on some occasions made contributions to the fair fund,
and so has the county government on occasions still
more infrequent; but the legislature, so far, has failed
to recognize the importance of the institution as an ad
vertisement of the territory, a school of Instruction to
the people, and a stimulant to territorial development
in the departments of agriculture, stock raising, manufactures, mining and commerce.
Several years ago The Citizen advocated the adoption of the fair, by the legislature, as a territorial institution, but nothing was done in that direction at that
time, nor has there since been made any niovemnet looking to that end. Now, however, the territory has greatly
Increased In wealth, ha broadened and widened and
deepened. In the statesmanship of Its leaders, has come
to look beyond the narrow present Into the rapidly widening vista of future possibilities. Hence, the time has
come for a campaign of education in connection with the
territorial fair a campaign needed at home as well as
In the territory at large.
That it is needed at home Is clearly evidenced by
the action of the county commissioners, yesterday, in
cutting down the asked for appropriation of $2o() for the
encouragement of an adequate display of Hernalillo
county fruits. Of course, the commissioners are to be
congratulated for what they did do, for as in Joint state
hood a half loaf Is better thrfn no bread. Two hundred
dollars, however, would do twice as much good as the
$100 appropriated.
Hut lot it not be forgotten that the
action of the county board is a precedent, and let it be
the duty of the fair management to see that this precedent is followed and improved. Let Bernalillo county
make a yearly appropriation for an agricultural display
at the fair, and let it be made the year before the fair
at which the appropriation becomes effective, and there
will be given an increasing impetus to agriculture in this
county which will surprise the people themselves and
in bear to the cost Involved the ratio of thousands to
one.
The campaign abroad must be to convince the people
that the territorial fair Is not merely an Albuquerque
fiesta week, a season of amusement exclusively, a good
old time for fun and frolic; but that It Is in reality what
it claims to be hi name a territorial fair, an Institution
devoted to the development of every industry of the territory. There must be amusements. No one is Inclined
to deny this for a single moment; but while not neglecting the amusement there should be and must be a broadening of plan, purpose and effort to bring together and
show to ourselves and to the strangers Visiting the territory, the very best products of New Mexico in all the
different departments of her productive life. It need be
but a few years till such appropriations as that made
yesterday by the Bernalillo county commissioners, but
on a broader scale, shall be the usual procedure of every
county in the territory.
Then, too, may eur legislature, following the example of most of the states and even of Arizona, be expected to properly recognize by appropriations the territorial character and benefit of the New Mexico fair.

This machine performs five different functions;
hirst. It receives dictation; second. It reproduces the
dictation; third, It reproduces nt a distant point, the
machine being under control at that point; fourth, It
records conversations between two persons over the
commercial telephone lines without in any way interfering with the operation of those lines; and. fifth, it records automatically, in the absence of the subscriber
from the office, messages coining over the line during
such absence. The machine being under the absolute
automatic performing function of the telephone line, the
ringing of the bell starts the machine, the machine sends
a signal over the line to the party talking, notifying him
that the machine is running, taking down his message
and then automatically stopping.
Many business transactions
are carried on daily
over the telephone, and the day Is at hand when telegraphone records will be made of each and every transaction anl filed away for reference. The telegraphone
is destined to take the place, largely, of the present
stenographer, and no business or professional man will
think of writing his business letters, lectures or ser-
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THE JAFFA

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

Grocery Gonip'y,

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

"Good Things to Eat"

A Word to Mothers
Our idea of success is to give each purchaser
of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful
attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction
will
merit continued patronage.

St rawberries
again on the market and
receiving the choicest
variety grown in Southern California. We receive EVERi"
DAY FHKSH SHIPMENTS DIRECT from the patches In Iced
are

we are

Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
shouldbe is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoats for small and larger bovs.' ran opin oa in no-o from
- - w. 9. a fiu i , years, tm
me
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.

crates.

mons.
Mr. Poulson, the Inventor, has In a

later machine
replaced the cylinder for the recording wires by steel
disks about 4 14 inches in diameter and about
of
an inch in thickness. The portability of these disks, the
susceptibility of receiving records on both sides, the instantaneous erasure of records at will, and the absolute
secrecy of the subject matter of the record, leads one to
believe it will In the future be a means of Intercommunication superior to letter writing.
The machine that performs all t ho wonders described is extremely simple In construction. Imagine a
piece of fine steel wire stretched between two points,
the coll of nn electro-magnconnected with the. secondary of an induction coil, the primary of which Is in
circuit with a microphone and battery. This Is the telegraphone In Its primitive form.
On speaking into the microphone. Induced currqnts
of electricity produce continuous variations in the field
strength of the electro-magneand if we slide the electro-along a steel wire, the magnetic fluctuations
of the electro-magnaffect the steej wire In the form
of variable magnet intensities.
There have been Impressed on the steel wire undulations of magnetization a
kind of wrting that is permanent and which faithfully
records the articulations of the voice. From an address
by Dr. Z. B. Babbitt, before the American Association
for the Advancement of Science.
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Place your orders early each
day as the supply is limited.

PEACHES

ML

Fine Clothing; and
Furnishings

Both free stone and Cling Btone
are now at their prime, and if
you are going 10 preserve or
pickle some don't delay longer.
Place your orders wth us. Both
price and quality are the best.

M AMBEIX

Fine Clothing Md
Furnishing!

Good Reasons

et

IN THE BAKERY

DEPARTMENT o

t,

magnet

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

We are growing every day In
this department. Every day we
make more goods and they are
always sold. Tnere is a reason
for this. It is QUALITY. We
guarantee the quality of every
article made by us to be as good
as pure ingredients and skilled
labor can make it. Give its' a
trial In this department. Our
goods will surely please you.
Try our Krack Krcam Bread
lso our Fancy Layer Cakes
Jelly Rolls
Cream Pun's
Cnncolate Squares
Coffee Cakes
Cinnamon Rclls, etc.
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OF THE POSTAGE STAMP 8
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petitors.

Quite recently there has been more or lens discusthe origin of the postage stamp.
Perhaps the most authentic story is that which
conies from the postoffice department at Washington
It appears that about sixty-fiv- e
years ago Rowland
Hill was traveling through one of the northern districts'
of England, and for a time was sojourning at an inn
"Good Things to Fat"
where the postman came with a letter for a young miss,
business lor the past
who turned the letter over and over in her haud, and,
MAIL 0RDEI5 FILLED THE SAME DAY
where
and how to buy.
after examining the' envelope minutely, inquired the
1 HEY ARE RECEIVED.
price of the postage, which was a shilling. She sighed
sadly and returned the letter to the postman, saying
that It was from her brother, but that she bad no money.
Mr. Hill was an onlooker, and was touched with
lia.'Ui'iu.w ssrsissrispaBwimwwyBMijiiM
pity. He paid the postage and his action seemed to emKeep sYour Clothes
barrass the girl. When the postman had gone she stated
to Mr. Hill that some signs on the envelope conveyed
Looking clean and neat by practo her all she wanted to know, and that as a fact there
tical cleaners and pressers.
was no writing inclosed. In extenuation she said thai
French Dry and Steam Cleanshe and her brother had contrived a code system of
ing a specialty.
is the question. Whether
Second Hand Clothing bought
communicating as neither of them was able to pay ixsi
BASIS OF APPORTIONMENT
sold.
and
churges.
'tis nobler in the end to suffer the
When Governor Hagerman was in this city, WednesPlumes, fancy work and Laces
Mr. Hill thought of the
of a sysiem which
dyed any coior.
cares that poverty brings us or to
day of the present week, The Citizen obtained from him made such frauds possible. results
another day he had
the data upon which he had made the redisricting and planned a postal system uponBefore
succeed In life by starting a bank'
the present basis. HarpBrown's Cleaning and
apportionments for the approaching legislature.
account and by regular deposits
er's Weekly.
Pressing Works
.
The Citizen had previously referred to the dlfliculty
become
W. Silver Ave.
I
in making a new apportionment both because of the
Auto. Phone 270
COOOXXXXXXX3XCCXXCXXOOCK0
To the man who is wise and
lack of exact data as to population and because the
careful, there Is only one way to
HOW GOVERNMENT TRIES
membership of the legislature could be neither increased
succeed. The one way Is to make
nor diminished, thus causing any increase from the old
TO ADVANCE PURE FOOD
a start by opening a bank account;
status In the representation of any section to bo u( the
even if It is small at first, it will
CK3O0O0O0O0C03
at
the
Iobs of fcoma O'liPf section.
governor
What data the
grow. You will enjoy watching it
Grocery
Meat
and
Market
approcured ,and the process by which he reached
N'ew and practical ways of getting the iniquities of
grow.
Cor. Seventh and Tijoraa
portionments made, it seems to The Citizen will be ac- the food
adulterators before the public are being founu A choice line of Imported Goods DiA bank account !s an excellent
ceptable information to Its many readers.
daily. At the meeting of the International Association
rect from Italy,
to the man with a determinahelp
First, then, as td the population arid its local dis- Of Hotel and Club Stewards at Niagara Falls this week
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
tion to save his money.
tribution. Thd governor procured find had tabulated the
Pennsylvania
Food
Dairv
and
snecial acent of the
Remember, we handle the best
census for 1900, the votes cast for delegate and for legl. commission is present with a.varied and interesting col- meats
and a full line of choice
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
Jature in 1904, and the school enrollment of 1905. From lection of samples of adulterated foodstuffs.
a comparison of these and especially from the school
suppliers
guilty
prosecuting
While the commission is
LOMMORI 4. MATTEUCCI.
ALBUQUERQUE,
MEXICO
NEW
enrollment the population for 1905 was estimated. As of-- ' bad foods, the agent attends such meetings as this
example, the school enrollment of Bernalillo county for one of the stewards and seeks to familiarize these men
1905 was 6,596, upon which as a basis the population of with the names of dealers and manufacturers of adul tT NOTICE TO SUM- this county, last year, was estimated as 25,399. This terated and dangerous foods. Lists are supplied of thOBe
MER WANDERERS. t
counties, persons or firms against whom prosecutions have been
process was continued through the twenty-fiv- e
We keep the quality of our bread
Have The Evening Citizen for- giving as a total for the territory a population of 255,248. begun and of those from whom poisonous or Impure foods
Dividing this population by twelve, the number of coun- have been purchased, and In every way feasible it Is V warded to your address when 1 up to the highest. This is possible
you go away on your vacation.
cil districts, the average population for a district would sought to put the stewards on their guard against those
by using;
If you are no-a paid up sub- be 21,270
who would sell dangerously-impur- e
foods to these purscriber, please let us know when
By examination It is found that District 1 Colfax veyors for hotels and clubs. Object lessons are preyou order the paper forwarded,
The Best Flour,
and Union has an estimated population of 19.359. Dis- sented by the agent, and tomato catsups are shown con tT and aUo let us know if you de-- V
The Best Labor,
t?
sire It stopped at your home ad- H
trict 2 Taos and Mora 26,131. District 3 Rio Arriba taining
only of tomatoes, and the rest apple
The Best Methods,
and San Juan 21,220. District 4 San Miguel 20,772. cores and peelings ground together, colored with aniline if dress. Be careful to give post- - S
District 5 San Miguel, Quay and Guadalupe 37,066. dyes and preserved with sylicylic acid and benzoic acids. If office, hotel or street address, in i
all cases.
1 not only in mixing; and baking, but
District 6 Santa Fe and Sandoval 24.941. District 7
There is exhibited molasses containing poisonous sulBernalillo 25,399. District 8 Valencia and McKinley
cotphates and coal tar dye; lard that is
also in taking care of and selling
11,056. District 9 Socorro and Sierra 20.300.
District tonseed oil and tallow bleached with chemicals; cher
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM the bread. If you want the best
30,002. District 11 Otero, ries made of gelatine and formalin and flavored with oil
10 Grant, Luna, Dona Ana
BREAD and take no other.
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.
Lincoln and Torrance 17,619. District 12 Eddy, Cha- of bitter almonds, preserved in glucose and sylicylic
ves and Roosevelt 21,556.
thing
vinegar
acid, with sulphates;
made of "any old
PIONEER BAKERY,
The average for a representative, of whom there are muriatic add, taurlc acid, coal tar dyo and all sorts of
A NOTED JEW
r,
twenty-fouMOT MOUTH riRMT S TREE T.
is 10,635, or half of that for a councilman. vegetable Junk; and sausage of meat scraps and flour,
The estimated population of the counties is as follows
coated with parafflne and red pepper and preserved In
Albuquerque to
the Interested reader' being able to take the legislative borax, or with formaldehyde. For selling sausages of
Jvmri twry day
In the net
districts and figure out for himself the voting popula this nature In Philadelphia one Chicago firm paid over
cvpt .Sunday. InUernaiillo, $1,000 in tines. This is the practical warning and dem
tion behind each particular representative:
quire mt
"25.399; Colfax. 11,610; Chaves, 9,198; Dona Ana, H.o'.U; onstration that Is being made before the purveyors of
Andrems RomEddy. 7.108; Grant, 12,376; Guadalupe, 7,774; Lincoln. food at this time; and It is very timely. New York
ero's Heat lark-i- t.
McKinley, 2.250;
Mora,
6,860;
Luna, 3.535;
Ill h. bold
Commercial.
Aienue.
Otero. 7.872; Quay, 2,250; Rio Arriba, 15,813; Roosmanor
evelt. 5,250; Sandoval, 7.C16; San Juan, 5.407; Santa IV
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
17.325; San Mlgu.--l 20.772; Sierra. 4,410; Socorro, 1 5,890;
An empty purse is no evidence of an empty head.
Taos, 12,516; Torrance, 2.887; Union, 7,749; Valencia,
One way to get out of a tight place is to sober up.
9.406.
No man apprises of flirting unless he is In on the
DEALER IN
It will be seen from the foregoing that the making deal.
and ChildWomen's
Men's,
of an apportionment, together with redisricting the terThere will iome a threshing time for those who
ren's Fine Shoes
ritory, is neither an easy nor an exact task.
sow wild oats.
(July the magician's wife doesn't care if her husFirst Class Repairing a Specialty
band
is i ricky.
an
parties
All Work Guaranteed
concluded to hold
It is well that both
A woman
isn't necessarily smart because she says
BtrOOt
early convention; for while the numerous candidates are
No. 103 North
conducting their own canvasses, they can work at the tilings that are smart.
Few men who make fools of themselves can refialn
same time effectually to secure an almost unanimous
from advertising the fact.
vote for statehood.
There are some people who never think of heaven
HAIIUl I.KKNARD j,. LEVINTHAL.
except when they see u graveyard.
There can be no belter motto than "New Mexicans
He has just been made leader of
Perhaps you never wrote a letter of regret, but how
the orthodox Jews of America. His
for New .Mexico and New Mexico for New Mexicans." about the letters you regret having written?
home Is In Philadelphia.
Should all adopt tills motto, the advance in our prosper
Some people refuse to take physical exercise for 'man of much aggressiveness He is ota
and
lty would distance that which we are now experiencing, their health because it doesn't collie in bottles.
high education.
great as the latter certainly is.
A successful financier Is a man who can separate
d
other men from their
Rollo and His Father.
coin without using a
'
"Father, why does the man in the
Arizona seems about the uniou with New Mexico sandbag.
Necessarily the man who leaps before he looks red cap ry 'Fore?' " asked Hollo, as
very much ; as Sheridan was about Texas. If be owned
Texas and Hades, be said, Texas would be for rent. doesn't take much stock In 'the theory that procrastina- Hiey strolled on the green.
"He read It in a book, Hollo, and It
and lepubllcaus at the Hisbee conferences tion Is the thief of time.
Leniocrat
signirtts nothing except that it is a Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer
Too ofteu a man will do a mean act merely bucuuse 'I to 1 shot
aald they would lather be a territory forever than join
- IB
that he will foozle," was
PKnnoa Automotle
with New Mexico. There is no accounting for tastes, as he has confidence in his ability to square himself by the instrutfe reply of t tie knnwl-edgeoColorado, BIk
offering
apology.
an
cow.
Chicago
News.
parent.
tbe old woman taid, when she kissed her
Ctrnr riftb and Railroad Avaaua
sion as to

KB

First. We are in our

own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

Jaffa Grocery Co.

Fourth.

h?pn

We have

years

tno (i
understand it in every detail --

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

twenty-fiv- e

in

1

rvurwr

To be or not to be; that SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS
0
a

K0OiOtKaaoOiCOSOC0tK
Fayivooti

well-to-do-

.JUST RECEIVED

t

3.

t

Hot

We Keep It Up

f

t

rs

fiiUIttlttItlt

n
STA n L

5;

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

I New Mexico

trip rates,

0000OsK0S)0
A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. S. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

TO

HOLLER BUCK HOTEL
Los Angeles,

one-tent-

three-quarte-

UP THE 8YSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

Calif.

Your friendship and patronage Is appreciated.
Courtesy and attention
guests is a plessure to us.
HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER.
CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

to

LOCATION

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home In our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

THE BEST IN TOWN

P. MATTEUCCI

Per Gallon

-

-

-

$1.50

Special Prlc on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM

Flrt

Colo.

Red

92.

B. K. ADAMS

hard-earne-

us

2S

I

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

i i 2 0 West Railroad Avenue

0

r

BUILDS

I Springs

tg

0--

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES, PAIN.

I09-II-

i

O

Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

SAMRLlC AND
CLUB ROOMS

B

Citizen Want Ads Bring The Best Result:

SEPTEMBER

FRIDAY,

7,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906.

E

RECITAL

ORGAN

JERSEY SHOW PRIZES

L

EVENING

CITIZEN.

GATHER-

E

PAGE

ORDINANCE NO. 360.

An

Ordinance

amending

THE DINING TABLE

Ordinance

No. 299.

LARGESTJ

More Money Offered

at Fair

For Jerseys Than Ever
Given Anywhere
IN

AMERICA OK

lie it ordained by tho City Council of
the City of Albuquerque, New Mex-

FE

ico:
Section 1. Tnat Ordinance No. 299
be amended K read as follows, twlt:
"That there be, and there Is hereby,
treated two fire districts in the City
of Albuquerque, to be known as the
Inner fire district and the outer Ore
district. Only fire proof buildings, as
specified In the building Ordinances
of said City, shall be allowed to be
imllt within the inner fire district;
and only stone, brick or Iron buildings, and frame or wooden outbuildings, sheds and stables, shall be allowed t be built within the outer fire
district, but such buildings may be
covered with shingles or boards."
Sec. 2. That the inner fire district
shall comprise that portion of the
City of Alliuquerquo contained within
Bethe following lioundaries,
ginning at a print 150 feet eaat of the
santi Fe railway track, on a line with
Slate avenue, thence running south to
Tijeras avenue, thence east along the
to
avenue
Tijeras
of
center
Broadway, thence south along the
center of Broadway to Coal avenue,
thence west along the center of Coal
avenue to Second street, thonce north
along the center ot Second street to
avenue, thence west along the
lnd
center of Lead avenue to Fifth street,
thence north along the center of Fifth
street to the alley between Gold avenue and Silver avenue, thence west
on the center ot said alley to Sixth
street, thence north along the center
of Sixth street to Tijeras avenue,
along tne center of Tijeras
thenc east
,.

Of 500 at Presbyterian Church September 21 1 22 and 23 In Growth of School Attendance
Indicates Growth of
Lead Avenue Alcthodist
Minor
LastEvening--Dr- .
C.

IN CA.NADA

What the Jersey Bulletin Says-OtNotes of the
Coming Fair.

AT SANTA

WILL MEET HERE

PLEASED

AMERICA

her

Territory.

Church.

Baldwin

MASTEK OF THE PIPE ORGAN FROM ALL PARTS TERRITORY CITY SCHOOLS OVERFLOWING
Executes Most Difficult Passages The Leaguers Will Come-T- he
Program In Full For
With Ease and Correct
Technique.
the Sessions.

FIVC

New Seventh Grade Is Established
at the Central School
Building.

Is by all odds the most consplo
uous piece of furniture 'in joxur
dining room; hence, It should
combine the
Artlttlo With the Useful.
You il experience a feeling ot
satisfaction when you not
hostess if your table Is a good
one. Pe it
Modern or Colonial
In
or
Quartered,
Golden
Wheathered Oak, we are confident you'll find our prices for
"quality
furniture nearly as
cheap as you'll pay elsewhere
for the commonplace.

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES

Dr. C. M. Light, president of the
The sicond annual convention of
The five hundred, or more, of the
The Si iilemlirr number of the Jer- city's
at different prices, but each is as good furniture as
City Normal, and Prof. Luther
Silver
Mexico
who
New
Ijeaguers
people
of
Epworth
Dr.
the
listened
to
best
sey nulletln, ptiMished In Indianapopresident of the Agricultural
roster,
will
September
city
evening
C.
Baldwin
last
in
this
at
Minor
the
be
held
can be built in' its respective line.
tl.
aclis, Ind., contains the fcllowln
Presbyterl.m cliurch came away in 22 and 23. and a large number of & Mechanic Arts college at Mesilla
count or the Jersey cattle show to- the belief that they had spent an delegates
passengers
tnrough
and leaguers from all parts Park, N. M., were
take place here during the twenty- evening In the fellowship of the mas of the territory are expected to be on the city this morning en route to Sansixth annual fair
te-ta Fe to attend a meeting of the terthey had Dr.
hand the opening date.
the hope of .hoe in charge are win a8In hl Indeed
ritorial
board of education, which
program
for
days
Hire?
the
The
of
classics,
rendition
tho
and all prospects indicate
meets today for the purpose of passthat sympathy with his session is as f. Hows:
that they will, the Jersey cattle show exhibited
ing on applications of teachers desir
composers and with his Instrument,
Friday Evening, September 21.
at the twenty-sixtisew Mexico
on certifi
8 p. ni., Address of Welcome. City ing territorial certificates
is born, net of effort or training.
008-31- 0
N. M. jj
Ave.,
fair at Alhuquernue, Septem- that only
terriand
states
ether
from
cates
M.
Leagues,
Sollle,
Albuquer
Rev.
J.
and
"Spirit
but
of
sucMusic,"
of
the
ber 17 to 22, inclusive, will be a
the result was the absorbed attention que. City of Albuquerque, M. E. tories.
cess In every particular. Charles
Superintendent J. E. Clark, who is
Hickey, Albuquerque. Response, Rev
of Albuquerque is superin- of most of his audience throughout J. L. Shively,
Santa Fe. Reception to also a member of the board, joined
program. Only during the heavier
tendent of this department and writes: the
Professors Light and Foster here and
delegates.
You will obstrve that there is offered passages, did some of these, not of
accompanied them to Santa re. Pres
Saturday Morning, September 22
t
a larger sum of money to the Jerseys the cognascentl, show symptoms
the univerlty
9:20 a. m. Devotional service, Miss Ident W. G. Tight ofnight.
($8(i(i) than will be given by eny of uneasiness.
went to Santa Fe last
AdDuncan, Albuquerque.
The program was, of course, classi hattie
the great fairs in the United States
members ot the territor
In dress. "What Does the Church Expect ialThese four
The numbers
or Canada, nnd. that the first prizes cal throughout.
board represent four of the most
are particularly large.' Entries must which the performer seemed to ex of the Epworth League?" Rev. T. M. Important
educational Institutions lnalonK the conter of Fourth street to
be made on or before September 14, cel, and which were most appreciated, Harwood. Music. Address, "Tho Ep- New Mexico and It is flattering proof
MarqiI0tte avenue, thence east along
and the entrance fee of each enlnial were the brilliant Overture by Ros worth League as a Recruiting Ground that tho territory is growing that each ,h
rnt..r nf Marnuett" avenue to
N. S. Rose,
will be $2, stalls free. Mr. Solomon sini and Guonod's "Romanza." Those for Christian Workers,"
of them report an increased attend- Third Btreet, thence north along the
Uina is president and D. S. Uosen-wal- d not well versed in classical repertoire Estancia.
...
institution'
ance at their respective
to Roma ave- Is secretary of the fair associa- f"iind an anchorage in "Narcissus,
Saturday Afternoon, September 22. over last year in fact, any previous nw thence east 8troPt
along the center of
tion, but information about the Jer- and again in his variations of "My
2:30 p. m. Song service, led by F. year.
ltoma avenue to Second street,
seys may be obtained from Mr.
Old Kentucky Home." In his. own B. Schwentker.
Address. "The EpTo the question " How is the at
of '." jond
beautiful, though somewhat spectacu worth Leagues of New Mexico." W. tendance at your schcol tins year? north al;ng tho centeravenur.
":'nce
ork
street to Now
Frcm this it is easy to see that the lar, tone picture, 'The Tempest In the G. Ogle, president. Las egas. Music. the
answers came aliout as follows:
along the center of NV v York
east
Jersey cattle show here during the Mountain, Dr. Baldwin proved him
'
Saturday Evening, September 22.
'Our attendance is the best ever, avenue to First street, thea: norni
fair will be one of the greatest events self not only a master of the organ,
7:30 p. m. Song service. Address,
Prof. Foster. "Our accommoda along tne center of First r et to
for breeders of Jersey cattle held any but a comiKiser ot high degree as wen, "Relation of tne Social and Literary said
well filled up."
the
Slate avenue, thence east til
where in the United States or Canada Those of his audience wh have ever Departments to Personal Christian tions are pretty
'We have lfi3 students enrolled al center of Slate avenue to t!:e point
Colo. Phone BIk 93
Auto. Phone
and it is indeed a great feather In experienced such a battle of the ele Work." Frank Peavy, Albuquerque. ready,"
said IVof. Light, "and more of beginning.
the cap of the fair association mem- ments 83 he portrays must have real Address, "Our Possibilities,"
Rev.
Is a large
number
coming
in.
are
This
district
fire
outer
the
3.
Sec.
Thnt
bers to be able to truthfully state that lzed its fidelity to nature.
Richard A. Morley, D. D. Las egas.
Increase over last year.
shall Incliiilo tho said inner fire dls- annual territorial
the twenty-sixtsay anything of
would
It
be
to
saying
hard
Tight
quoted
may
as
be
llr.
23.
Morning,
September
Sunday
trC, anii enall comprise UVat portion
offer larger Dr. IUildwln, in the way of definite
'iir association will any
has the larg-!o- .
fi a. m.
tne ptv 0 Albuquerque contained
other fair criticism, either favorably or adverse.
Sunrise prayer meeting In that the university now
lizes for Jerseys than
est enrollment for a first weeks at-- j within ihe following boundaries,
Roblnscn
park.
8s:iclation in Nrth America.
His work appears as a finished, coherIn the hlstcry of the in- wll:
Beginning at a point 150 feet
11 a. ni. First
Metnodlst church,
ent,
whole. If he has sermon,
The attendance on Wed- - ,,ast of the Santa Fe Railway track,
stitution.
Appoints Good Roads Delegates.
"What
Stands
Methodism
AGENTS
nesday was 126.
on a line with Slate avenue, thence
Secretary of the Commercial club any radient virtues they are prob For." Rev. C. B. Dalton. El Paso.
running south to Marquette avenue,
.IcCanna lias appointed Messrs. C. K. anly his management of 'pedal and
Highland .Methodist church. South
(thence east along the center of Mar- E. V. Dobson, W. G. Hope, stop or is it his finger tecnique?
Albuquerque Schools.
Sermon, Rev. George M. Gibson, El
A. O. Chadbourne, E. J. Alger and J.
avenue to High street, thence
The i'rgiwi, as has been stated. Is Paso.
The Albuquerque schools are
V. Holmann as delegates to the Good
the gift ot Josnua S. Kayuolds, conMowing," said Superintendent
Clark. Is uth along the center or Hlgn street
23.
Afternoon,
September
Sunday
Roads oonventk'n to be held in this spicuous among uie jftitrons to Albu"There is scarcely a room in the city l to Lea l avenue, thence west along
2:30 p. ni. Service for Juniors Hint is not hmisln? slxtv or mom mi- - the center of Lead avenue to the alley
STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
;ity Monday evening, September 18, querque. It was installed at a total
S ng service, Mrs. S. J. Stevens, Albu
Hlgn street anu vuuer
pils. We have had to organize a newt between
il S o'clock. In the rooms of the Com- cost of $0,5011, and represents the querque.
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
Chalk Talk, Miss Mary Mat Seventh irmrtn nt tho Central buildine street, then south along the center
mercial club. It Is expected that this modern in organ building In every rein the spect, unfortunately the Interior for- tnewson, Albuquerque.
to accommodate the Increased attend of said alley to Coal avenue, thence
rccntlon will awaken Interest
good ro3ds movement and open the mation of the building is such that a
Sunday Evening, September 23.
ance, and a new teacher has been em west along the center or Coal avenue
way for accomplishing something in urge part or tlie resonance and vol
Adployed In the Second ward to take to tho alley between Walter street
7 p. ni. Devotional service.
roadways ume of the organ is lost.
the line of excellent
dress: "Soul Winning," Rev. J. V care of the overflow there. "Miss Rose and Edith street, thence .south along
117 Gold Avenue
throughout the territory.
Financially as well as musically, the McKean, Santa Fe. Music. Address lee will fill this position. I received the center of Bald alley to Santa Fe
proMan of Power," Rev. George M a report this morning that .Miss uer- - avenue, thence west along the center
was
a
"The
success.
net
recital
The
Costume Contract Is Let.
wig, the teacher in the Chaves build- of Santa Fe avenue t Arno street,
ceeds of tlie evening will 'amount to Gibson, El Paso.
Tlie fair association has closed ne- over
ing, was sick, and we will most likely thence south along the center of Arno
on
applied
general
Program.
$000,
Committee
be
to
to
the
gotiation's witn Mrs. L. Sommers, expense
Don't Dliput with a Woman,
D.
to get a new teacher for that street "to Pacific avenue, thence west
Albuquerque;
H.
have
who
Hammond,
Those
of
church.
the
manager of the Denver Regalia and were unfortunate iu not being present Miss Maggie Emmons, Albuquerque; position. Miss Caroline
A. Strong, along the center ot Pacific avenue to
Especially, If she tella you to order
Masquerade company of Denver, Colo.,
who has been employed as supervisor Broadway, thence north along the cenevening will have an opportunity Miss C. Mabel Fulghuni, Raton.
sack of
whereby that lady will furnish the cos- last
to Iron avenue
In the schools, Is now on her ter of Broadway
music
of
League.
Officers
to
Dr.
evening
at
of.
hear
Baldwin
this
'
EMPRE83 FLOUR.
tumes for carnival night, which will
tnenco west along the center of Iron
present
cf the league way here from Monmouth, 1(1.
The
place,
will
oiuccrs
same
as
hour
he
the
and
be Saturday night of fair week.
avenue ta the .alley between Third
you should for
O. Ogle, Las Ve
excuse,
(tf
are
W.
no
Make
President,
rendering,
repeat
his
performance,
Mrs. Scniniers will ue remembered
and Fourth streets, thence south along
gas;
get the order), that you could Ml
vice president, r . K. Bel
a the lady who so fittingly costumed nowever, a uimrent program, wnicn lamy, first
first-clas- s
the center of said avenuo to Stover
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president,
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find it, for every
second
follows:
cen
the Montezuma parade four years ago
along
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the
thence
Robinson, Albuquerque; third vice
handles EMPRESS. You trill aliraj
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in this city and she will arrive here faonata
street,
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to
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of
ter
Stover
president. Miss Edith Corbett, Las Vo
find good bread, good biaculU,
(a) Allegro Maestoso Choral:
in plenty of time prior to carnival
RESTAURANTS FIGHT thence norm along the center of Fifth
gas; fourth vice president, Miss Alice
pastry and moat important ot all
Lento N.n Troppo
night to open an establishment in a
west
thence
avenue,
Coal
to
Vitreet
treasurer,
Vaught, Raton; secretary
good cheer to greet you when
(b) Andante Non Troppo
centrally located business house with
to
avenuo
Coal
of
along
center
the
come home tor your dinner. Try It.
C. H. Appleton. Albuquerqucv
(c) Allegro molto
a full line of costumes, to allow of
C. E. Sunta3g and R. C. Donecker tieventh street, thence
ncrth along
The sessions will be held In the
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Mendelssohn
anyone sj wishing to jecouie fully Spring Song
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to
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street
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all other.
Baldwin Lead Avenue Methodist church.
costumed for that night in any man- l'ho Storm
and are In the habit, of going to the York avenue, thence east along tne
U
Overture
Selected
ner that may suit their individual
depot about train time in search of i center of New York avenuo to Third
Grand Offertory
Datlste
Following this cus- - street, thence north along the center of
stray customers.
Intermezzo
Hasquet
torn they met at the ..epot last even-- l Third street to Slate avenue, thence
Another Derby Entry.
Meditation
Baldwin
ing. A passenger with a tin bucket, eust along the center of Slate avenue
Wholesale Agent. Albuquerque, N. H.
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has
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Edina,
Eddie I'orter
The Marvelous Work Creation....
In his hand alighted from one ot the, to the point of beginning
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fair
Manager
of
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written
Hadyn
each and every
trains
4.
in search of some
and
That
for
Sec.
started
association, entering his fast mare.
eoffe,'. Iitn proprietors of the rival week during which any building erect
"Ixila White," in the Albuquerque (I
restaurants made a dive for Mr. Cus- ed contrary to the provisions of this
WEINZIRL
SAYS
CITY
CHEMIST
for
race
uerby, a mile and
tomer, and In the wrangle that fol-- Ordinance, shall be allowed to remain
AND
EXAMINATION
FRISKY"
SUM"
WHO
MAKES
will
also
purse
Mr.
a
Porter
of $400.
lowed came to blows. They were in after due notice has been given to
OF WATER FROM MATbring another fast mare in addition to
police court this morning to argue the owner cr agent of said building to
WELL.
THEW'S
that
has
asked
White,"
and
"boia
And Carefal Dispensing, go to
their respective side of the case comnlv with the provisions or tnis
TO
EXHIBIT
STUNTS
him.
be
for
reserved
two stalls
with the recent report Owing to Officer Strausner, who wit- Ordinance, the owner, and every iart
connection
In
patBusy Little Drag Store
The
what
the
but
There is no doubt
of the city physician on the typhoid nessed part of the fray, not being owner, of such building may be com
rons of the racing game In Albuquer DURING
FAIR
in connection with the re- present the case wa-- continued until plained ef, and, upon conviction, may
situation,
WEEK
INTELLI
at
7 West Railroad Avenue .
que will have the opportunity this fall
port of a Las Vegas expert on certain 5 o'clock this alternoon.
be minislied as for a distinct offense
GENT HORSES WORK LIKE
of witnessing some of the best racing
provided.
a well at
samples
as
hereinafter
from
WELL
water
REGULATED
taken
cf
By request "Lovers and Lunatics"
ever pulled off in this city, or in the
Sec. 5. That any violation of, o:
MACHINES.
the Matthew's dairy, the Albuquerque
will be reproduced by the same cast failure
southwest. All races have been well
comply with the provisions
the
Issued
yesterday
heal:h
board
of
ponies,
gcod
a
up
class
of
11,
with
filled
at Elks' of this ordinance, shall be punished
"Slim" and "Frisky" are pals. They following statements, together with Tuesday, September
purses
CO
are
attractive
and as the
are also liorses. Until a year ago last
for each offense by a fine, of not to ex
full report of City Chemist Profes theater, in the evening. Admission
enough in the harness events to make April they had never been hitched to- the
sor John Weinzirl, with the request cents.
ceed $;MM, or by imprisonment not
any
horsemen,
some
it worth while for
gether, nor did uiey know what a Are that all be made public:
to exceed W days, or liy both such
camMALOY'S.
pacers
AT
STRAWBERRIES
of the best trotters and
wagon was. Today they stand In their
117 West Railroad A van;
fine and imprisonment. In the discre Both Telephones.
Albuquerque, N. M.. Sept. '., 190C.
-- opaigning in the south or west will be resective stalls at fire headquarters,
tion of ihe court.
The following report of the city
UP
FOR
YOUR
PUT
LUNCHES
meet.
here for the
lazily eyeing each other and munching chemist regarding examination of In- MOUNTAIN TRIP AT J. W. ANDERSec. fi. All Ordinances and parts of
their oats, awaiting the harsh clang spected wells is published in order SON & CO.'S REYNOLDS' NEW Ordinances in conflict herewith are
of the fire alarm, which to their highhereby repealed.
may know that all pre- BUILDING.
SANTA FE AT THE BIG FAIR ly trained instincts denotes time for that the publicbeing
Duly passed this 4th day of Septem
taken and in
cautions are
quick actlcn.
"Ixvers and Lunatics," screamingly ber, jtfiiti.
to all persons concerned, we likeFRANK McKee,
Approved:
With the clang of the alarm their wise append a certificate given by funny, will be reproduced by same
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
Mayor,
CAPITAL CITY TO BE WELL REP stall doors are automatically opened Prof. Weinzirl to Mr. James E. Ma- amateur cast Tuesday evening,
Attest:
11. Admission 50 cents. TickHARRY F. LEE,
RESENTED AT ALBUQUER.
and like a flash "Slim" and "Frisky" tthew.
&
City Clerk.
spring to their places beneath .ae
QUE IN VARIOUS TOUR(Seal)
ets at M .it son's Monday morning.
JOHN C. PEARCE, M. D..
hanging harness and a few seconds
NAMENTS AND
Member Hoard of Health.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
F. C. Bueli of San Pedro is in the
RACES.
later they are off to the fire, running
JAMES H. WROTH, M. I)..
city on business.
BREAD and take no other.
together stride for stride, ste-ad1IUTTKR NUT
but
FINK LINE OF
i.iember Hoard of Health.
The New Mexican says: Th man- nevertheless fust, like some well regFRANK M'KEE, Mayor,
11KEAD
CAICKS
agement of the twenty-sixtNew ulated machine.
D. H. CAnlSS. SI. D.
Mexico Territorial fair to be held in
When "Slim" and "Frisky" were
Home-MadAlbuquerque, N. M., Sept. fi, 19m;.
Always
on Hand.
Better Than
Albuquerque, commencing September first, purchased, their cost imroly ex- 10 Whom It May Concern:
17. has used untiring efforts to make ceeded $400. Today, through the effThis Is to certify that I have taken
this tan- the greatest success and icient training they have received at three (3 samples of water from Mat- DEALER IN
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
from present indications it has sue the hands of File Chief Burtless and thew's Jersey dairy and have examinreeded, 'i he attractions so far se other members of the fire department ed them for typhoid contamination.
cured are the very best.
this splendid team ot blacks are bid All were found to be free ef such conLunch Couottr a ad Lunch Supplti
In the base ball tournament the San for in the open market at $750, with tamination.
Autommtlo Phone 31
31 1 mouth rirxt Btrmet
ta FV Centrals will have for rompeti all offers refused. "Slim" and"Fr!sky"
JOHN WEINZIRL,
tors the strong aggregation from Trin are too wise, too highly trained, too
City Chemist and Bacteriologist.
iiiad. known over Colorado as the Big valuable to Albuquerque as a whole to
Approved :
oix has" ball team, which has to its part with.
James h. wroth,
credit tliis year twenty six victories
But not alone to "Slim ' and "FrisGO TO THE
Member Board of Health.
and only mur defeats. The Morenci ky'' is the efficiency of the Alljuqiier-quJOHN F. PEARCE, M. I)..
fire department due.
and Clifton teams from southern Ari
Member Board of Health.
z na, as well as the local Aioiiquerque
of the firemen are visible on
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The telephone preserve your
FRANK M'KEE, Mayor.
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make
.Mcintosh Browns will play. It is ex every liauu at the department headThe Chemist's Report.
health, prolongs your life end
duties lighter, the caret less,
pected tnat the Santa Fe team wil quarters on Sec. nd s'rert. Every
Albuquerque, N. M .. Sent. :!. lltiu",.
very tavorable showing piece of mechanism, automatic stall To the Hoiioral."1 Mayor and Council.
a
make
protects
your home.
worries
and
the
fewer.
amongst this aggregation.
doors, tire alarm system, swinging
Gentlemen: Herewith I submit a
San'a Fe will also be represented Harness, lights, etc., is tlie handi- d tailed report of my investigation of
in four of the $l,ll"o slake races by work of some fireman, due to the in- water supplies wi;h respec t t typhoid
IN
YOUR
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
HOME
C tias.
Olosson's fast pacer, Daniel J ventive genius of some of the laddies contamination.
investigation
The
and N. Salmon's trotter, Albertus who defend Albuquerque homes trom which is not yet complete was liegun
'I here are no better
horses in the devouring flames.
August 13. Four samples were taken
Next to the apartments In which where typhoid was in the home; three
tenitory and they should give a good
account of themselves at this meeting. "Slim" anil "Frisky'" are housed,
....ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
samples were from the city water sup216 South Stcond St
with the chemical and h se ply: and four from dairies.
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'Lovers and Lunatics" again, SepAll the samples were free from conUiy aad
tember 11, by same east that present- the firemen. At night every light in tamination.
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Respectfully submit!- - d.
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INSTRUCT FOR STATEHOOD
TO INSTRUCT THE
FOR CANDIDATE FOR
DELEGATE TO CONGRESS
BEATEN AFTER HARD
FIGHT HAGERM AN

MCVE

DELE-CATIO-

ENDORSED.
Mora county democrat IipkI their
county convention at Mora W'eilnes
flay and elected delegates to the terri
torial dtmocratlc convention
which
meets at Santa Fe on the 12th of
prethis month. Out of twenty-twcincts, seventeen were represented by
full delegations and two precincts
sent proxies.
The convention endorsed Joint statehood, heartily endorsed Governor H.
J. Haxcrntan and his administration,
especially
his t (Torts to expose the
graft In the territory, but after a bitter fight iiecldod. not 10 Instruct the
delegation for any candidate for delegate fvr congress.
The delegates elected to represent
the county at the territorial convention were as follows: Agaplto Abeyta,
Jr., Rafael Romero. Vicente F. Mares,
Albino Kspinos, Eugenlo Romero, 8.
K. Tipton, J. P. Chene. Q. A. Martinez,
Afacarlo Gallegog, Epimenlo Martlnex,
and Jesse 1 ipton.
The following wore the officers
chosen to preside over the county convention: Macario GalUgus, chairman;
Eugenlo Romero, vice president; Rafael Romero and Agapio Abeyta, Jr.,

secretaries.
Thi resolution

in favor of Joint
tollows: "The democratic
party of this territory, having declared li sell in the last two conventions,
egas
held at hilver City and 1as
during the year 1904, In favor t separate statehood for New Mexico, it
it was possible to get It, or statehood
in any other form congress was willing to grant to us, we approve, endorse and ratify the declaration therein made. And as congress at its last
session baa expressed itself on this
particular point, by the passage of
the Hamilton but, which submits the
question to the qualified electors w ithin the area comprising Arizona and
new Mexico, that area Is now asked
the question 'Shall Arizona and New
Mexico be united to form one state.
In accordance with the attitude of the
party, the democrats of the county
of Mora through its duly accredited
representatives, to this convention
answer the question affirmatively,
today
And
Instructs the delegates
elected, to represent the county at the
territorial convention to be held at
.Santa Fe on Wednesday, the 12th,
inst.. ta so make our position known
on the question of Joint statehood.

statehood

MILITARY

be rejected for lack

St. Mary's hospital, which has been
open only a few months, Is proving to
convenience as ll
be fully as great
was predicted It would be. The number of patients going there to le operated upon by local surgeons is
large and the operations are
proving" almost uniformly successful.
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THE WOMEN FOLKS
WORKERS
SOUR ON THE CANAL

BENEFITS OF UNIONS
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SOCCER FOOT BALL
BEING PLAYED IN NEW YORK
New York. Sept. 7. The Corinthi-

TAKES

IT

AND

BAND

AWAY

AND

SCHOOL

HOSPITAL SOUTHERN COTTON ASSOCIA-TIOHOLD THREE DAY MEET
Special Corresp6ndence.
Hot Springs, Ar Sept. 7. The InRoswell, N. M., Sept. 6. Attorney
'General ce!d Is here from Santa Fe terstate Executive committee of the
on business. He spent a day or two Southern Cotton association met yesat Carlsbad, whlere Judge Pope la terday for a three days Bession of conholding the Eddy county district siderable Importance. All the memcourt.
bers of the committee are in attend
The lvt6-session of the New ance. The session Is of considerable
Mexico Military institute opened Wed- importance, as the committee will
nesday morning with 48 cadets in pass finally on the report of the cot
barracks. The other cadets who have ton Inquiry and will consider the propteen enrolled for the session are com- osition of recommending a minmum
ing in and will crowd the barracks to price for cotton during the coming
their fullest capacity. Many appllca- - season.
AND
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THE JOB.
(By Victor M. Hughes.)
TWO-STOR-

We are able to make better wages
DETROIT GARMENT WORKERS' and are not forced to work long hours,
UNION, ENUMERATES THE
or In being put out for cheaper labor.
"Another great benefit is the Improved conditions under which we
We
Special Correspondence.
work, by reason of the union.
Detroit, Mich., Sept. 7. Federated Insist that the sanitary conditions of
lalK)r and the advantages that are de the factory must be good. We must
lved therefrom are fast growing in have sufficient air and light, with
favor among working women of this proper heat in cold weather. This is
city, as Is shown by the rapidly in- a great loon to the poorer class of
creasing number of women's labor people, who have to suffer enough
unions. Prominent among those who hardships, without the retarding efare taking an active part In this work fects of poor accommodations.
is Miss Kate Ryrle.
"The scale of prioes on the garMiss Ryrle is president of Gar ments gives the operatives opportunment Workers' Union. No. 74. She is ity to make good wages on piece work,
employed as an active garment work- which is the way most of our work
week
er and devotes her leisure time to is paid for. We have a
the promotion of union Interests.
and the day's work is not very exact'The Garment Workers Union Is ing. If we feel badly and do not want
the largest in the United States to put In the exact number of hours
which Is composed chiefly of women," per day, we can arrange otherwise.
"The association This is a great help for thoBe who
said Miss Ryrle.
was organized over 25 years ago; the are not as strong as others. Some
Detroit local was organized 15 years of tfie girls make as high as $18 per
ago with about 80 members, and now week.
we have over 1,100 in the city. I have
"I think that women are seeing the
been president for the past year and advantage of belonging to the unions
more and more and we are constantly
and find much pleasure in the work.
"What do I think is the greatest getting new members. Before many
benefit It gives us? Well, to begin years there will be none but union
with. It gives us more advantages. workers In the business."
MISS KATE RYRIE, PRESIDENT OF

ur
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GET

PLACE
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ONE HUNDREDTH ANNIVER
SARY OF BEAVER SPRINGS, PA.

Boston, Sept. 7. Miss Susan Jackson, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
C. Jackson, the. latter formerly Fran.,
ces Appleton, of the Boston family,
and Ralph Blake Williams, a prominent young society club man of this
city, were married at King's Chapel
last evening In the presence of a large
and brilliant assemblage of their
wealthy and prominent relations and
friends. Miss Frances Appleton Jackson, the younger sister of the bride,
was maid of honor.
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All-Ne-

WEALTHY YOUNG PEOPLE

JOHN
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THREE MONTH

an association football eleven of London, the leaders of the soccer football
teams of England, played their first
New, York game at Livingston, Statcn
played
They
yesterday.
Island,
against a team selected from the In
Football
tercolloglate
Association
h ague, which is composed of Harvard
Pennsylvania, Cornell, Columbia and
Haverford college. Their second game
Rill be played on Saturday against a
team selected from among the best
players in New York, to be known as
w
the
lork team. A. Warren
Smith will be the New York captain
on Saturday, while !J. S. Tabor was
director of the New Yorkers last after
Today the Hrltlsh players
noon.
will be the guests of the British con
sul in New York. They will also be
entertained at two banquets.
Beaver Springs. Pa., Sept. 7. The
grand celebration of the one hun
dredth anniversary of he founding of
this town began yesterday morning
and will continue till Saturday night.
An elaborate program for the celebra
tion has leen prepared and there will
be special attractions for every day of
the celebration. Hundreds of visitors
from different parts of the Btate are
here to see the fun. Yesterday was Old
Home day. In the afternoon there was
The
be a grand Industrial parade.
Lutheran reunion of this county was
also held yesterday. Today there will
be athletic games, a carnival parade
and a reunion of the Reformed church
of this and the adjoining counties. On
Saturday the secret and fraternal societies will hold their parade and

1906.

7.

Spicial Correspondence.
Panama. Isthmus of Panama Sent.
5.
Chaining the Chmgres river and
keeping It chained Is a great problem. Housing and feeding the workmen, cutting away acres of solid rock
at Culebra and Bag Obispo and disposing of the excavated material are
others. But the greatest problem of
all you could never guess Is woman.
In the first days, when canal men
lived In tents or the decayed huts
lert by the French the zone was no
place for a woman. And man, put
where woman is not. Is a poor thing.
Besides there was a lot of malaria
and yellow fever knocking about. So
became
the h6mebound steamers
crowded, and this became the
story:
"I'm sorry to quit the Job, but I
can't stand this separation from my
family any longer."
The men who were running things
consulted long and often.
"Weil bulid cottages where men

FLA'lS OF THE "OtFICE" MEN.

Y

content, said the wise men, though
she hadn't been officially heard from.
No one had been In to say. "Welcome to our beautiful city,"
If
come to our beautiful city." If there
were any church socials In the
neighborhood she hadn't heard or
them. She hadn't even heard there
was a church certainly there were
no chimes on Sunday.
There wasn't
a mothers' club on the Isthmus. There
wasn't even a euchre club. As for
dancing parties, teas, and days at
home she was trying hard to for- get. Her only diversion was the mid-- !
day Journey through the mud to the
commissary.
Further, if she happened to be Mrs.
John Smith, whose husband was a
steam shovel man, at $210 a month.
she had to learn that there could
never be anything In common between
her and Mrs. Reginald Montmorency,
whose husband was a clerk at $110 a
month. For taut is the social line
zone, sending the mechanic's family

a good
ine iuci uiui
many Mrs. John Smiths and some
Montmorencys, too, were now ready
to take ships for home. The fight was
ended and the old life had won. Naturally the husband went along.
"It takes about three months for
a womun to make up her mind," a
married man told me. "Then we husbands know whether we're to stay on
the job or not. Of course there are
plenty of wives who are content to
stand it, saving $150 a month or so,
borne up by the thought of the things
iney can no wnen uiey go uacK 10 me
states with the 'stake' at the end of
two years or so. But there are also
plenty who aren't, though they're not
leaving the way they used to."
Then there Is the wife who will not
come to the canal at all. Her husband never becomes an
in
the Eone. There also Is the husband
who would not ask the wife to coine
here. His canal digging days, too, are
usually short.
But how about the unmarried woman? She comes as a nurse, a school
teacher or a telephone operator. Perhaps she is a man hater. Then she
will be an Isthmian success. But If
she is not. and be she beautiful or be
she not, it's a fine bet that soon she'll
be married. She'll probablv have fifty
proposals or so, counting those of her
steamer days. Of course she'll weep
a little and you know hut there's
pretty sure to be someone In the lot
that she isn't positive she wants to
see get away. So there you are again.
There'll be nothing doing in the zone
school house next term. A man goes
"
T1
to the telephone switchloard.
The
hospital superintendent is at his wits'
end. Likely as not she and the husband will o honeymooning to the
states.
That usually means no more
Isthmus.
The complication is not peculiar to
"COTTAGES" OF THE CANAL MECHNICS.
the Caucasian
race.
The black
brother came, 23,000 of him, from Jay
cabin, maica, from the Barbadoes, from Marmay live with thefr families; we'll down the cut to the
everywhere but the
furnish these cottages well; and then while the office man's family goes up tinique, from
States, and he's
house with a wide ver- United
the men will be satisfied to stay," to a two-stothey finally agreed. The cottages anda and a summery look. Mrs. Smith too.
One day comes a ship to port In
were duly built and furnished.
She was fighting out her fight in
Now behold the working out of silence. She was grappling with the Colon. Here is a cargo of brilliant-hueturbans and dusky maidens.
this fair plun. The man came awf may not have felt so badly about this,
the wife and the child.
The man however, for Mrs. Montmorency has
"To do the work of the hotels and
has steady employment at big pay, her limitations, too, you know. Again. quarters," explains the government.
and he seemed satisfied. The cln.u Mrs. Montmorency's house is a double
And thus, as in the brave colonial
found plenty of butterflies to chase one. Nothing like that among the days, the black man gets his to have
and lots of sand to play in, and he cabins.
and to hold, for the wedding bells
was happy. Of course, the wife was
But il must not digress too far or have not yet ceased to ring.
oft-tol- d

j

I u overiuoK

old-tim-

-

BIG SILVER SHIPMENT
through to Mexico in the course of a
FOR FAR OFF CHINA week. It will be In payment for the

silver.
Silver to the value of $393,000 has
been shipped through El Paso this
month. It conies In consignments cf
aliouti $7o,OO0 to $100,000 and Is sent
out of the city after its arrival on the
first outgoing train for the west that
carries express.
It is said that most of the silver
which goes through El Paso is bound
for China, wuich country has a silver
standard, and where the metal has a
silver standard, and where the metal
has a great demand.

Ninety thousand dollars worth of
silver passed through El Paso tn rente
from Mexico to San Francisco. The
snlpment arrived over the Mexican
Central from the south. It was in a
box car, being encased In fifty boxes,
each weighting about 200 pounds.
It is reported that the silver Is on
its way from Mexico to China by way
of San Francisco, being shipped in
charge of the Wells Fargo Express
company. It is stated that gold equal
In value to the silver will be shipped

one-stor-

ry

d

British News Item.
notorious brigand, who had terrorized for a considerable time the
states of Wisconsin and Michigan, U.
S. A., has been cured of his criminal
U'lidcneies by an opt'ration upon his
brain. London (tiugland) Daily
A

9

Starving to Death.
Because her stomach was so weak
ened by useless drugging that she
not eat. .Mrs. .Mary H. waicould
ters, of St. Clair St., Columbus, O.,
was literally starving to death. She
"My stomach was so weak
writes:
from useless drugging that I could
not esu, and my nerves so wrecked
that I could not sleep; and not be
fore I was given up to die was I induced to try Electric Bitters; with
the wonderful result that Improvement began at once, and a complete
cure followed." Best health Tonic on
earth. 50c. Guaranteed by all

Distinguish Schlitz beer from the common.

W

Other beer may be equal to Schlitz in your
liking.

But perhaps it is green beer insufficiently

aged; and the

after-effe- ct

is biliousness.

1

J

UPSTAIRS,

TAILORING
NO. 209 WEST

OVER

AVENUE,
RAILROAD
BINI, PROPRIETOR.

is how

important

O.

BAM-

Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

XTHa

(a Vnrnl,,,

irt-f-

MEXICO.

GREAT FLOTO

i

m

Dr. Williams' Jmlluii Pile
lintlliulit Kill CUl'O 1SIIIU1.

PHONE, AUTOMATIC,

OF WONDERFUL
ANIMAL ACTORS THAT DO
BUT TALK.
EVERYTHING

settler has

d

He names the following witnesses
to prove bis continuous residence up
on, and cultivation or, said iana. vi:
M ien; itnin
KQnmn
khi i h
iintiiirni
Chavez.' BIdal Chaves y
Jose
.Montoyn, all or ban ttaraei, n. bi.
MANUEL H. OTERO,
Register.

hatlViade Milwaukee fa mous.
NEW

S

IMF

SHOWS

M . Aug.

ttiat 4tia fnl- filed notice
prom
ot nis intentionI to mane nnai
aalit
Dmu
...
in Kiinmirrv ni- inix r - I
millJ ,Kn
iiiiil
proof will be made before the United
Mates court commissioner at sua
fail. N. M., on October 6, 1906. viz:
Sec.
Juan Garcia. 2d. for the NW
lowlng-name-

The Beer
FIRST STREET, ALBUQUERQUE,

IrCUS ISEUffl

FOS PUBLICATION.

NOTICE

Ha-fac- l

SOUTH

V.'03i'3

O. BAMBINI.

.

109-11-

TJ5

nue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first-clasas I have had fifteen years' ex
perience In the business. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.

it.

',1QU0R CO.,

Of

My merchant tailoring shop is up
No. 209 West Railroad ave-

we deem

CONSOLIDATED

THE BIG SHOW

stairs over

Ask for the Brewery Bottling.
Common beer is sometimes substituted for Schlitz.
To avoid being imposed upon, see that the cork or crown is branded

Manager Davis, of the Penny Parlor, 216
South Second street, announces a change of program, new
pictures and new songs every Saturshow for a
day morning. A whol
MERCHANT

after-effe- ct

10,000 SEATS FOR 10,000 PEOPLE

NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.

penn..

Or it may be impure, unfiltered, unsterilized;
and the
unhealthful. More than half
the cost of our brewing is spent to insure purity.

That

A

FRIDAY, SEPT.

199 OR 265.

Bill)
lulling
lIltX'lllllK
Film, ll ubNorh ilie tuuiois.
tliS lll lllllh' Bt IHH . uci
Ulla
a n.iuitici j'lvra indium re- -

iliiuuis Jiiilmii 1'ilu Hint-liuMh f. lr.
for lllc-uiulti U- inri'liir-iKvt'ry box M
irikr of the iirnutu p.iri.
v urnimtMi. nv uriik'i-ii- ,
17 mini n r
of priir. nil n ut. una fl.UO. MILIUMS
WANUFACTURING
CI., ITop. l. vclm.d. um
FOR SALU BY S. VANN & SON.
W

10
E!fl

17

3.
1t

30
IA

4u

TRIED

ELEPHANT.'

PARAP
'
1,000
PEOPLK
Ann
NEARLY
BABIES
OR
ICE BESilS.
ESC51 TIGRESS
IN T'l.s
MALS PARTICIPATING
17
DENS OF WILD BEASTS
GLORIOUS, SPECTACULAR PAGEANT
FREE PUBLIC ORDISPLAY.
RINGS AND EXHIBIT,
HUGE
SHINE.
RAIN
Witt
AMAZING ACTS-1- 00
THE tARGEST WATERUNDER
Riders "JO PROOF TS NTS EVER CONSTRUCTED.
Cham;iiua
OPEN 1 AND 7 P. M.J PERACTS DOORS
NOVEL MID-AIFORMANCES COMMENCE 2 AND 8
CLOWSS- -A
SIMilMi, l.AlYiH- - A A
mav..::s ztU fXCinSKJH RATES FROM VfRYWi!E5I
I mi
oi:

HERD

PGIM

HERDS OF BIG
OF

SiSFMI

CfJ.Pi!

SK3

DRCMEEKltS

C0RGE01S NEW STRfET

AND

CIRCUS
R,

lot

lis

Reserved Seats on Sale at O. A. Matson's
ON DAY OF EXHIBITION
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE

EVENING

CITIZEN

AND

GET THE NEWS

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

7,

ALBUQUERQUE

1906

IS OUK. SPECIALTY
Stoves

all prices

Odd Size Window Shades Made to Order a ipectalty
CCr THE HABIT

J.

D. 7 EMMONS
Man

The Furniture

Corner Coal and Uaeond
Want tZnd Viaduct

Albuquerque, N. M.

At Washington

R. H.

.

Philadelphia
o 6 2
Washington
4
7 o
Batteries: Dygert, Cunningham and
Powers; Fiilkt nbtirg and Warner.
At IX trolt
k. H. E.
iH'trolt
5 12 4
Chicago
13 15 3
Batteries:
Rowan and Schmidt;
Smith and Hart.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
Cleveland
9 15 1
St. Louis
3 8 4
Bntterlos:
Uernhard and Clark,
Smith. Jacobsen and Spencer.
At New York
Boston
New York

R. H. E.
5 11
6 10

1

4

Ratterles: Winter and Armbruster;
Doyle, Chesebto, Klelnow and Mc- u re.
11

AN

I

I

TOPICS

INTERESTING

Natonal League.

CMl

STORY

COMES
FROM OTHER STORIES
BASED ON THE SELLS-FLOTBIQ

Vehicles

American Leaaue.

Carpet 30c and up
Rockers $1.25 and up -Iron Beds $2.90 and up

'

PAGZ CEV2N

A QUESTION!

Complete House Furnishing
Pillows 60c and up
Comforts $1.25 and up
Toilet Sets $2.90 and up
Blankets 90c and up

EVENING CITIZEN.

SHOWS.

At Chicago
Chicago

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable aet?
Is it not youi time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual

Pittsburg
Batteries: Brown and Kling;
and Phelps.
At Philadelphia
Boston
Philadelphia

7

2

1

1

Lel-fle-

ld

R. H. E.
2
1

In 1857

5
7

0
1

policy provides
of death.
for ten years In case of total disability.
when disabled by accident.
sick benefits.
Loan values commencing second year.
Cash or paid-u- p
Insurance at end of 10, 15, or 20 year

ra.il-wa-

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

Albuquerque Carriage Company
cormar ririt Straat end TIJra Avenue

F. B. SCHWENTKER,

Manager for Now

MomIoo

Room x, N. T. Armljo Bldg.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Small Holding Claim.
(No. 701.)

y

;

Prices.

period.
Total cost, age 25, only $46.30.
Other amounts In same proportion.
For particulars address or see

Albuquerque

and Northarn Arlmana
Write For Aeencv.

Foundry and

Machine Works

H. ft, HALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings: Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; liaAlan
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Frosts Is
Buildings.
Hapah-- a on Mining and mill Maehinary a Bpaalalty
foundry east side of railroad track.
Albsqasrsss, n.

Yum! Yum! Yum!
Well, here I am again. I notice
some of the pencllers ere always
wanting somelody to ask somebody
something, as somebody Is sure sweet.
All the girls In rural life are sweet,
and If God In His allwise dispensation, should fail to let the honey dews
of Heaven fall, the little bees in the
coves of Raccoon mountains would
not miss anything, for there is alwavs
something on the lips and cheeks of
these mountain lassies tnat Is
to
honey. Egypt Cove corresondence
Sequache (Tenn.) News.

the United States governBatteries: PfefTer and O'Neill; Rich
ment brought to Texas direct from ie, Sparks and Donovan.
Egypt a large herd of camels. They
At Brooklyn
R. H. E. Department of the Interior, United
A Fort Worth, Texas, special says: were landed at Indlanola, where they Brooklyn
2
7 2
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
It was announced by Vice Ircsldent were kept for several months to re- New York
6 9 0
August 25, 1906.
and General iianager Bock of the cuperate from the effects of the ocean
Mclntyre
Batteries:
Bergen;
and
Notice Is hereby given that the folloMineral Wells & Northwestern
voyage.
Matthew-Bon- ,
Bresnahan
Smith.
and
wing-named
claimant has filed notice
that the Gould interests plan exSupplies
of every description for all
At
R.
E.
Cincinnati
H.
of his intention to make final proof
tending their line northwest through the territory lying west and north of Cincinnati
2 In
2
8
support of his claim under sections
Texas, with a view to shortening the the Colorado, to
7 9 1 16
and Including Austin, St. Louis
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891
transcontinental line, thereby Avoiding to Santa
old
to
be
Mexico
and
Fe
had
Batteries:
the desert about El Paso. The sup- hauled on wagons and carta by ox and and Noonan. Frazer and Schtel; Beebe (26 Stats., 854), as amended by the
act of February 21. 1893 (27 Stats.,
position is the line will conect with
teams, except what was brought
Second game
R. H. E. 470), and that said proof will be made
the Denver & Rio Grande. The line mule
up
St.
by
Guadalupe
the
to
2
Louis
steamer
0
river
0 before
would in no way hurt El Paso, as
the United States court
Cincinnati
2 6 2 commissioner
the present Texas & Pacific line into Victoria.
at Albuquerque, N.
From
San Antonio to El Paso and
Batteries: Weimer and Livingston M.t on October 6, 1906, vis.:
that city would continue.- It would on through
old Mexico there were Higgin8 and Grady.
simply give the Texas & Pacific a
administratManuel
E. Chavez,
transcontinental connection and would many Btretches of fifty to ninety miles
or of the estate of Antonio Jose
THE SHORT LINE
Western League.
dispose of the talk of an extension between watering places, which made
Chavez, deceased, for the small holdFROM
At Dos Moines
it difficult to transport supplies for the
R. H. B. ing claim No. 701, Sec. 25, Twp. 7 N.,
from El Paso.
troops stationed in that country on the Des Moines
7
8
4 R. 2 E.
Sioux City
.
9 18 4
A fire in Seligman" early the other border between Texas and Mexico.
He names the following witnesses
'Camels being noted for their long
Batteries:
Miller and WolfT; Hall, to prove his actual continuous adverse
morning damaged the Harvey house
travels over the plains and deserts of Freese and Baerwald.
possession of said tract for twenty
kitchen to a considerable extent.
To-- St.
At Pueblo
m
the old world, our government con
m
m
R. H. E. years next preceding the survey of the
3 6 1 township, viz:
U. Morris, wife of the su- ceived the Idea of camel transporta- Lincoln
4
9 4
Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
Juan Apodaca. Valencia, N. M.;
it of the western division tion in western Texas. Had any show Pueblo
Batteries: Eyler and Zinran; Mor- - Benito Armljo, Valencia, N. M.;
ithwestern,
has returned man been brought into consultation
AND THE NORTHWEST.
an extended visit at To- - he would have shown the whole gan and Reniker.
Sanchez, Peralta, N. M.; Mell-to- n
At Denver
scheme to be utterly impracticable, for
R. H.E.
S. Otero, Peralta, N. M.
camels have no hoofs. The foot is a Denver
4 8 1
Any person who desires to protest
5
9 8 against the allowance of said proof,
irury, division master me-ii.- e soft pad without the bone protection Omaha
or who knows of any substantial reabanta Fe, with head-i- t of horses. After a loss of thousands
son under the laws and regulations of
Raton, was in the city of dollars Uncle Sam's agents appealthe Interior department why such
the guest of Master Me-k- s. ed to the best blacksmiths as to shoe
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
ing a divided foot without a hoof on
proof should not be allowed will be
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
it, but the blacksmiths gave it up.
given an opportunity at the
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE. GALENA,
Sells-Flot- o
circus, September 14.
ita Fe electricians at San The butchers were applied to and
time and place to
FREEFORT,
ROCKFORD.
Tweilty-slxtAnnual
) are installing
Game-alarTerritorial
the
made a rawhide shoe, but it wore
the witnesses of said claimant,
The finest train service to tne above
system, which the away shortly. The rough rock roads fair, September
and to offer evidence in rebuttal of points; also to New Orleans, MemSheep & Wool Growers' convention, that
s putting on all of Its prop- - began to tell on the feet of the cam
submitted bv claimant.
phis, Vlcksburg,
Evansvllle, Ind.;
September
19
18,
21.
and
OTERO,
els. as they have about as much proMANUEL
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Oa.; JackUndertakers
conEmbalmers'
and
tection on the bottom as a negro has
Register.
sonville, Fla., and ell other points in
Brown, one of the popular on his heel. It was soon
fotind the vention, September 17. 18 and 19.
the south and southeast.
officials, down this way, left mat or pad was wearing to
lodge
Grand
Knights
Pythof
can
any
we
For
disease of the skin
of
the quick, ias
Ticket Office, 805 Seventeenth St.,
c
afternoon on the delayed making stone bruises.
of New Mexico, September 11.
recommend Chamberlain's Salve.
Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
the north, after remaining
Retail
senMerchants'
association meet- relieves the Itching and burning
After two years tho experiment
JAMES CULTON,
y on official business. Mr. proved a failure,
sation Instantly and soon effects a
and in 18G0 the cam- ing, September 18.
Commercial Agt
eSdquarters are at El Paso. els were all turned
Good
Roads convention, September cure. This salve Is also Invaluable
loose. Instinct
m
m
m
for sore nipples. Any druggist.
PIONEER BAKERY
Vllson, an employe In the told them they came from the south,
New Mexico Association of Firemen
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
they gradually drifted to the Gulf
vice department, fell from so
meeting,
September
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
and have disappeared. The
tank at Kingman the other coast,
Temperance Workers of Arizona
Sells-Flot- o
shows have the finest doziroke his arm and sustained en
camels that were ever brought to and New Mexico, September 19.
ries. He was taken to Ijou
and CURE
LUNGS WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
It Is quite Interesting
o the company hospital for this country.
We desire patronage and we guar- to study their habits, so on your visit
tntAA
vv flnt
WITH
V.MSO halHncr
U.Ob fvlnfl.
PENNYROYAL
to the show ask any of the animal men MQTT'S
PILLS
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.
sineerlng corps of the South-li- e to show you the camels. The date Is
They overcome Weakumn, lmm
laritv ndoinUslons.increase ijrr
railway has located the Friday, September 14.
and baiimh 'Jna .f nirnatrut-lion.- "
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
They are " JLt
e of its new extensions from
to girl at womanhood, Mnvrrs"
aithntf deGuadalajara,
plans
The
to
Breath of Life.
and
velopment of ortrnns and body. No
LIVERY,
SALE, FEED AND TRANSknown remedy for women equal!
n submitted to the Mexican
0NSUMPTI0N
It's a significant fact that the
Pries
FER, STABLES.
bethem. Cannot do htrm-M- fe
hun-u.c'u
strongest
6O0
approval.
come
OUGHSand
11.00
One
for
ent
animal of its elze, the gorFOR
Ml per hoi
Horses and Mules Bought and Exhy
F mn.ll.
Mold
dnitrffUta.
larp-pat
illa,
OLDS
Trial.
Fret
have
also
has
...'ometers
been built from
lnntra Pow
thn
KOTX CHEMICAL CO .,iitiaa,u
changed.
Guaymas south.
erful lungs mean powerful creatures.
FOR SALE BY
.ANN & SON
Surest and UuicJtest Cura for all BEST TURNOUTS IN THE OITY
now to Keep tne breathing organs
Second Street, between Railroad and
THROAT and LUNG TROUBThe division terminal of the South- right should be man's chiefest study.
Copper Avenue.
LES, or MONEY BACK.
western, located at Alamogordo, will Like thousands of others, Mrs. Ora A.
Try a Citizen Want
be removed. It is stated that most of Stephens, of Port Williams, O., has
the equipment, which will be trans- learned how to do this. She writes.
ooooeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeoeo
ported to Carizozo, will be moved by "Three bottles of Dr. King's New
THE CELEBRATED
the end of the week. It will take two Discovery stopped my cough of two
mamove,
years
of
to
the
or three weeks
all
and cured me of what my
terial to the new location.
friends thought consumption. O, It's
grand for throat and lung troubles."
G. A. Dobbins, general colonization
by all druggists.
Price,
asent of Ue Gulf, Colorado & Sant-- Guaranteed
Sue and $1.00. Trial bottle free.
Fe route, tielieves in advertising and
his latest scheme Is the circulation of
They're On Ter Ye, Unc.
paptr, entitled "Gulf-a double-shee- t
Uncle Marsh Wyatt of Corbin was
Coasting.
It, of course, deals with ' hanging around" Aunt can Killlons
the industrial development along the last
Saturday. Scuffletown
Bottled In Bond.
(Ky.)
lines of the Santa re, and bids fair correspondent.
to prove 'a most valuable assistant to
"To Cura A rlnn "
the genial Mr. Donbins In his immlgra
Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
says Sam Kendall, of Phillipsburg,
TheGeo.T.
tion work.
Kan., "just cover It over with Buck-len- 's
all
A.
S.
T.
&
principal
on
the
F.,
and
points
Distillers.
efEl
Reports from
Paso are to the
Arnica Salve and the Salve will
fect that no Mexican Central train has no tne rest."
KY.
FRANKFORT,
Quickest
cure
Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
for
reached that place for four days, ow- Burns, Sores, Scalds, Wounds, Piles,
ing to extensive rains in northern Eczema, Salt Rheum, Chapped Hands,
rate of $25.00. For other rates and full inHowever, the El Paso train Sore Feet and Sore Eves. Onlv 2Ko
Mexico.
MELINI & EAKIN
arriving here every morning, which U at all druggists.
formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.
supposed to form connections with the
Sole Agents.
o
This Do Settle It.
Mexican Central, has carried its usual
Albuquerque,
N. M.
A certain hoy said Maggie Nunley
T. E. PURDY,
heavy travel, which is evidence that
Automatic Phone, 199.
the Santa Fe is not entirely depend- was sure pretty Tracy city (Tenn )
ent on the Mexican Central for travel correspondence.
oeoeoecoeoeoeoeoeoeoeo
on the Rio Grande division.
m
m
m
Vegas Optic says: The
The
burning of a Denver car on a Santa
:
Fe freight train recently was the
cause of disappointment to several
local dealers, among whom is the
Mackel Cigar company.
Iso the Ias
Vegas gun club s shy sev ' barrels
YO
In the
of targets which were ship
car. The Mackel Cigar com
I C qo
lost
a lot of goods. A ,eaking of .asoline
In the car, which was tginited by the
lighted lantern of a switchman who
entered to remove stun at a station,
was the cause of the tire.
BILEN IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-iir- a.
Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
II. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of
Fe
ECHO FROM THE CLOSED
fctirS OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
ILST AND WE3T FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRANCISCO,
LOS AXGEI.ES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
Governor joim C. Culler of I'tah
said the opening and development of
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 2ax
the west has meant much In the way
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
of prosperity and growth to the east.
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
"1 am an advocate," ue said, "of the
x
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
kind of paternalism wnkh impels the
AND
GRAND
OLD
TREES;
SHADE
government to give its suiMrt to a
PUBLIC
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
nuv mi nt of such Importance to the
nation as reclamation. If, indeed, it
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
is paternalism that has brought about
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESthe splendid results and still more
TABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
magnificent prospects, then I Fay.
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
I
was about
thank Gd lor lie mnn
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
to say the man for the nieii who
BELEN IS THE I.AROEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
fust,
have done so much to
r this
WtlCL, FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE. BEANS AND HAY
'I lie general
government
lir CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
has shown sinking generosity in its
dealings with the several states in
S A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
the matter of public lands. W all
rilU HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
know what it has nnviiit to the poor
homeseeker 10 receive this liberal
treatment; and we can readily ser
JOHN BECKER, Pres.
WM. BERGER, Sec'y.
wlia' it will mean to him to have water furtiis.nt.il by the government for
tils land, at nominal cost."
It is a
ale picftssor who
horseflesh is better than beef. The
prof, is wtlcome to our share.
GOULD WILL NOT BUILD
WEST FROM EL PASO

at Reduced "

A $2,000.00
$2,000.00 in case
$200.00 per year
$10.00 per week'
$10.00 per wedt

R. H. E.
2
0

H'arness

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO,
General Bolldtng Sgppties

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Illinois Central R.R, Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

-

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to sell
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost to
us and car load (rrlght

COLORADO

ONE NiGHl

COMMENTS

above-mentione- d

cross-examin- e

m

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

J.

KORBER

&

Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqne

CO.,

17-2- 2.

17-2-

KILLthe

couch

thi

ling's

Dr.

Discovery

Nov

m

g

plea-iir-

Colonist Rates to
California and the

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Northwest...

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices

THIKD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher

Moat Market

OILS, VARNISHES AND
, BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap All
Kinds of Fresh and 8a It Meats.
Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc Pa
8tem 8ausage Factory.
met to Roof Paint; lasts five years and
EMIL KLEINWORT.
stops leaks. Cae'a paid for Hides and
Masonic Building, North. Third Street.
Pelts.
RAILROAD
AVENUE.
403 WE8T
PAINTS,

D. A. SLEYSTER

W. E. MAUGER

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTATE-NOT- ARY
PUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone, 174.

L. H. SHOEMAKER
General Repair Shop.
Furniture packed and crated; gaso
line and gas stoves repaired.

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.

0. W. Strong's Sons

with Raaoe

its Location

TO BELEN. N.

iVl.

Future

Santa

Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

1

provement Co.

OtO0OS0oSKSCe0
lvU00O0OOSOOOKCOO

Im-

First

St

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL E9TATB,
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armljo Building.

TOTI a OR API
Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Grain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquora
and Cigars. Place your orders fos
this line with us.
"NORTH THIRD 8TREHJT.

Am

E. WALKER.
riRK

Secretary Mutual Building .sort
tlon. Office at 217 West Rattros

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvisw
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

avenue.

MONUMENTS
101-21- 1

M.

and

N. Second St.. Bota Phones.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, ' m4
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
200 North Broadway, corner of Wn
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N.

'

GOME

Mauger.

INSURANCE.

Agent

0OSKoooooaoose)
ooooooexexsoctoe

&

Office, 115 North

STRONG BLOCK.

StaggCo.

.y

j j

j

"

K000K0K
0OSK000OSKOS
A

I

Railway Center

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

our prices of lots are low and
terms on easy payments; titlh perfect;
warranty deeds.
purchase
money cash.
may remain on
s
note, with mortgage security for one
year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.
apply at once for maps and prices, if
yoi: wish to secure the choicest lots,
one-thir- d

two-third-

KsooooosKsoeosos)s
KOwC-0OSKOSOS0OSe-

1

ii
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amY7'"J
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ALBUQUERQUE

PAGE EliHT,

CITIZEN.

EVENING

FRIDAY,

s
Reserved neat sale starts at
Monday morning
for "levers
ami Lunatics," by same amateur cast,
reproduced Tuesday
wlilrii will b
evening September 11. Admission BO
rents.
BELLE
THE BEST BUTTER
SPRING AT MALOY'S.

SEPTEMBER

7, 1906.

Mat-son'-

JOIN THE SKIDOO

LOCAL AND

ClUBi

PERSONAL
35

314

--

.

.ft

s4

a little more style, just a
fit, a good deal
more wear for considerable
less money than you have to pay
any where else is what you get by
buying our shoes. It is easy to
convince yourselfjust call and
examine our stock.

JUST better
V

4

FOR GIRLS.
85c TO
$1.00 TO
8'', TO 11
$1.25 TO
1.i2 TO 2
$1.75 TO
2" i TO 6
5 TO 8

FOR BOYS.
$1.25
$1.50
$1.85
$2.25

$1.00 TO $1.65
$1.25 TO $2.25
$1.40 TO $2.75

8"2 TO 13
13'a TO 2
2'i TO 5'a

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, &re sure to bring the
right flaror to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We And out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

8ANTA FE

SIONBASE

Fair tonlfiht and Saturday.

Good School Shoes
V:V

ON THE EXCUR
BALL DOPE
FORSYTH IS ON THE
WATER WAGON NOW.

GO TO

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

WEST RAILROAD AYL

SUNDAY

Attorney A. H. MeMlllen is In Santa
on legal business.
Moses Abousleman is in the city
from Perea, N. M., seeing the sights.
A regular meeting of Adah chapter
No. B. (). K. S., will he held this evening at 8 o'clock.
Miss Bessie. Telfer left this morning for Santa Rosa, N. M., where she
has a winter school.
.1. 11. O'RIelly, manager of the Occidental Life Insurance company, was
a passenger for Ias Vegas this mornKe

ing.

WE ARE HAVING A BIG
OUR AUREO BLEND OF
THE HIGHEST GRADE OF
IN ALBUQUERQUE.
the SOLD ANDERSON
& CO.'S.
J. W.

known
organization
in
"Skldoo Cliin." has lten organized for
the special purpose of going to banta
Fe in a body on the excursion Sunday
to boost fr.r the territorial fair. Manager McCanna Ins been chosen as
the Skldoo president r the Skldoo,
club, and according to Manager
of the Mcintosh Browns, Mr.
Meoanna is going to be there with nls
full bloom Sklilo
bonnet on. This
new "23" bonnet is something new In
the way of millinery and Is liound t
make a great hit with 1he ladies. All
the Skldoos will be provided with
them and If you are not going on the
liable to miss
excursion, you u
something If y u don't come down to
the depot at 7 o'clock Sunday morning and see the Skldoos off.
Those intending to go will do well
to purchase their tickets from tne
canvassers early and not wait till the
morning of going, as these advance
sales are the only means by whicn
tho Santa. Fe will know how many
cars will be needed to carry the
crowd. The excursion Albuquerque
sent to Santa Fe last summer carried
over 300 people and it is hoped that
the Sunday excursion will be equally
as large. The fare is the most reasonable evfr offered by the Santa. Fe.
Of course the ball games, which are
to be pulled off, will be the features
of the excursion. Many Albuquerque
fans will be pleased to learn that
either Nye or Forsyth will d the
pitching for the Browns.
..The Browns have secured Forsyta
a Job 4nd he will remain In AlbuHe's on tne
querque permanently.
water wagon now. His Job Is one of
driving uie sprinkler wagon.
An

Cava-naugh-

RUN ON

COFFEE,
COFFEE
TRY IT.

play,
By requesti the amateur
'Lovers and Lunatics," will be repro-- .
duced at Elks' Opera House next
Tuesday evening. September 11. Re-- i
served seats at .Mat son s, Monday
morning.
o

SPECIAL SALE.

SATURDAY'S
lbs. of creamery

2

We desire to announce that in addition
to our complete Fall lines of

butter

,

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Business and Dress Suits
We now carry In stock

ready-to-wea-

r

FULL DRESS AND TUXEDO SUITS

4ac

lH6e;
Picnic hams, per lb
2uc
cans of corn
llci
California tomntoea. ner can
25c
8 cam of sardines
10c
Pork and beans, per can
2:c
lbs. of fresh ginger snaps
30c
35c can of baking powder
8 bars of high grade laundry soap 25c
1 pkg of
force and 1 pkg oi Grape
2uc
Nuts
15c
Raspberries per can
25c
3 bottles of Chow Chow
THE MAZE.
Wm. Kieke, Proprietor.'
TOO LATE FOR "CLASSIFICATION.

of the

3

tame renowned high grade make

These suits are hand-tailore- d
out of the highest
r. H. nitlner. of the Ilktner-StamTrodtice company, has returned to the
grade
imported
Vienna
material,
are faultlessly
city after a pleasant visit to southern
cut,
and
fit
if
well
as
better
than
the high
not
California.
priced custom tailored garments. We desire the
Mrs. Mabel Stevens Hinioe left on
the delayed train No. 2 today for Chipleasure of showing them to you.
cago, where she will resume her musical work.
James Graham McNnry, editor of
the Ias Vegas Optic, has returned to
the Meadow city after a pleasant visit
in Albuquerque.
A handsome new line of shirts just in tan, blue
A cement sidewalk has been con
furlarge
pleasant,
Two
REN'i
FOR
and grey imported French material,
va
structed on the east side of the
nished rooms, bath, electric light.
cant lots on Broadway, between Rail
cuffs attached, each
P 1 OXJ
417 Wrst Fruit avenue.
road and Copper avenues.
furnish
pleasant
Large,
RENT
FOR
For the time being City Marshal
ed room, bath, electric light, reas-- j
McMIIlln and family will occupy the
onable. 418 West Silver avenue.
Wilkinson residence at No. 911 North
WANTED Coat maker. 110 West
Second street, they taking possession
Gold avenue.
yesterdny afternoon.
WANTED Canvasser and solicitor
The New Mexican says: Ben Dignoo
at once. Addres J. B. this office.
and Horace Palladino of Albuquerque
arrived In the city to attend the fuTHE HIGHLAND LIVERi
neral of the late Mrs John Digneo.
They were cousins of the deceased.
BAM BROOK BROS., Prop:
Miss Charlotte O'Brien of O'Brien
LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
Sisters, milliners, returned to the city
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
last night from St. Louis, where she
The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
and
spent the summer with friends and In
A new base ball organization to be
at special rates on week days.
St. Ivouls wholesale millinery houses known as the Union team has' made Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John St.
in El Past), and nc
The location of the books of regis Its appearancereport
published
in
the
cording
a
to
TICKETS EOUGHT. SOLO
tration of precinct No. 26 will be at
coming
Col. John Borradaile's store at 117 LI Paso Times, the Unions are Also to
AND EXCHANGED
fair.
to
to
the
Albuquerque
West Gold avenue, Instead of at the
the Las Vegas fair and the Globe
Association Office
office of Otto Dleckmann, as previous
tournament. A man by the name of
Transactions
ly stated.
Up-to-Dat- c
Ingersoll Is manager for the Unions.
Guaranteed
says:
H.
Hon.
The Roswell Record
B. Ferguson of Albuquerque loft Tues
No seats over fifty cents for the ROSENFIELD'S, 1 1 8 W. R. R. Ave Next Door First National Bank
20S West Cold Avenue
day on the auto for his home. He organ recital tonight. Children twenty-fbrought a son to the Military Institute. ive
cents.
Mr. Ferguson was formerly delegate
The Albuquerque Woman's club Is
to congress from New Mexico.
holding Its first meeting of the season
Services at Temple Albert begin this in the Commercial club building this
evening at 7:45; Miss Rose Abrahams afternoon.
of Pueblo, Colo., organist: Mrs. Clarke
. Hickox. senior member of
soprano. "What Shall We Drink?" is theGeo.
Maynard Jewelry company
Hlckox
the subject of Dr. Kaplan's opening has gone to Santa Fe. He will return
sermon. The public Is welcome.
to the city fair wee.
Mrs. Thomas Hughes who was re
Robert E. Putney, the wholesale'
ported quite 111 yesterday and last grocer, who was in Chicago on bust
night, Is considered much better to- nfss, returned tcday on the limited
day.
Her daughter, Miss Lou. who Mrs. Putnev .and children returned a
has been on a visit to Kansas friends, few days ago.
has left on her return to this city.
from
A telegram this afternoon
Mrs. R, 1. Wootton, mother of Mrs. Denver gives the news that J. C. Bal- Felix Baca, spent yesterday here with drldge is a little better, and the ather daughter, and left this morning tending physicians are Inclined to the
for her home at Trinidad, Colo. Mrs. belief that he will continue to im
Wbotton arrived here yesterday from prove.
El Paso, where she had been the guest
Jesus Lucero of Old. Albuquerque
of friends.
age 63 years, passed away yesterday
COLORADO PHONE 74
AUTOMATIC RHONE S46
M. P. Stamm, superintendent of the after
lingering illness, 'the funeral
al
fruit exhibit of the Twenty-sixt- h
took place this morning from the old
fair, Is In Santa Fe today, pre- church of San Felipe de Nerl at 9:30
vailing on Santa Fe fruit growers to o'clock.
send exhibits to the fair. The fruit
Emil H. Selbach, special agent of
crop In Santa Fe county this year la the Aacher Munich Fire Insurance
some Diamond Edge Tools and
We guarantee quality and prices to beight-tr- y
finer than In many years past.
company of Germany, Is In the city
agent,
.
H
r
Denver,
local
from
Reed
and
and
Miss
Samuel Pickard
give satisfaction
were awarded the prizes at the skat- Kent, Is today showing tne gentleman
ing rink last night for being the most around the city.
raceful skaters on the floor. Roy
Friends of Postmaster and Mrs. R.
Corhan and Miss Greenleaf were a W. Hcpklns are pleased to learn that
W.
close second. The Judges were J.
their little daughter, who has been
Prestel, J. Porter Jones and H. B. dangerously ill the past few weeks
Welller.
with typhoid fever, Is reported much
Hon. O. N. Marron has been notified, better this afternoon, and hopes are
pull
n a letter received last nignt rrom now entertained that she will
Mora, that the democrats
of Mora through.
county. In convention Just adjourned
President Luther Foster, of the A.
had adopted a resolution favoring Joint & M. college at Mesllla Park, who
staehood, and bad endorsed him as passed througb the city this morning
their candidate for delegate to con en route to Santa Fe, said the col
gress. Up to 3 o'clock this' afternoon lege was preparing to send some prize
winning stock to the fair and that tnis
Mr. Marron had not wired bis lnten
tlons of becoming a candidate for del stock, together with agricultural and
egate to the Mora county democrats. horticultural exhibits from the farms
Mrs. J. J. Keegan and daughter. and orchards In the vicinity of Mesllla
Miss Hazel, of Globe, Ariz., sister and Park, would make a full car of stutr
niece of George Bolton, of this city, from the Mesllla valley to the fair.
were in the city between trains this
Our Box Calf shoes for boys are as
morning en route to Denver, where
Miss Hazel will enter Wolfe Han. a strong as It Is possible to make a
Donular school for elrls. Mrs. Keegan shoe. Only the stoutest materials are
they
will return to Albuquerque next week used in their constructicn and
way
that
In
put
a
together
such
are
lair.
during
territorial
the
to remain
them
wear
Impossible
to
is
to
it
next
team
baseball
Globe
She savs that the
out. They look neat and fit well, 8 Ms
is comlne to the fair, and that It will
to 13. $1.50; 13Vj to 2, J1.75; 2V4 to
of
large
number
be accompanied by a
12.00.
Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harrooters.
S. J. Bonsall, who left the city re
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
Presses.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
cently, accompanied by Mrs. Bonsall, BREAD and take no other.
is now at Decatur, 111., wnere ne is enAdmission 50 cents to "Lovers and
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
gage In Installing a block telephone
system for the Santa Fe railway, .unatlci?' Tuesday evening, Septem
Monday
which, when completed, will reach ber 11. Seats at Matson's
Same cast that presented
from Chicago to Newton, Kas., and morning.
from Newton to Purcell, Okla. Mr. piece before.
North First Street
1,
South First Street
3,
o
Bonsall writes to this office that he
FRUIT JARS. RUBBERS, AND
will be absent from the territory sevTOPS AT MALOY S.
eral months, or even longer. G. A.
Gillies, who used to be a resident of
suit
our
GENTLEMEN Order
Albuquerque, is working with Mr. now and be well dressed fair week
fwo thousand fall samples to select
'Bonsall.
from.
Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
114 South Third street.
m

d1 CA

SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes

Enamelware

AT SPECIAL PRICES

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South 8eeond

street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

"We Want Everybody"

September
who visits Albuquerque during Fair week, which begins Street The
Second
17th, to visit our store, located at 110 South
attractive
Arch Front lor at least two reasons. - irst, it Is the most find
there
store ot Its class In the Soutnwest. Second, visitors will
Plainly
a stock unsurpassed In quality with the watchword courtesy wishing
visible In every department. Do not fail to drop in whether
to purchase or not.

The

Co.

Hickox-Maynar- d

New Mexico's

Leading

Jewelers

80UTH SECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

Speelman

R.R.

r

GO.

HARDWARE

Searing

i

Furniture Dealers

f vou are In need of anything In

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

mm & Emm iujiei$

,

ALBUOUEROUE

&

IIS NORTH FIRST STREET

Ted-ritorl-

Fourth and" Railroad Avenue

Cutlerythey

HARDWARE
HARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tpols

TINNIN3

ALBUOUERQUE

C ompany

Whitney

GO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

Mead Hay

mm

THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

H 4, 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4, 4, 4. 4, 4. 4.

4.

4.

We Invite

4- -

it

4

4

4

4- -

4

THE MAZE
pots
17c
,
15c
Xew Woolsey flannels, yd
Heavy weight outing Oannel
10c
25c
Children's muslin drawers
50c
Infants' "Stork" pintles
$1.00 bottle of Malted Milk
90c
12,4c
can Chloride of Lime
lbs. of sulphur
25c
5j
1'resh sage, per pkg
2 cans of Jockey Club sardines'. .. .45c
Special sale of groceries every Sat

OF BUY1NC YOUR CLOTHES FOR
yourself and your boy where the best
merchandise is displayed. We spend
much of our time in buying goods
GOOD GOODS and we are display
ing the best selected line of merchandise this year, ever shown in the southwest,

Get the Habit

urilay.

4

Co's. Celebrated Custom Tailored Suits $15 to $30

Kuppenheimefs Fine Business Suits $10.00 to $22.50
Stetson Fine Shoes $5.50 to $6.00

4

THE MAZE
Wm. Kieke, Propr.
o

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR.
ETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
ORCHARD
APPLE"
SEEDLESS
N. W. ALGER,
AT SMALL COST?
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.
RANCH EGGS ALWAYS
HAND AT THE IXL GROCERY
STORE, 901 SOUTH EDITH STREET.

FRESH

ON

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

19
Waet Gold
f

4

til

40

403

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

flower

Stein-Bloc- h

ti5,

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122
Second

PARAGON TROU3ZZS 99.00 TO 97.00. WALKOVER 93. SO ANO 94. OO SHOES

4- -

t;

Sure Thing!

one. moist elegant exercise of
all. which effected the entire audience
l ie
delicious supper that was
m'iu',1, u you well know every one
piiiiuok and enjoyed their oyster soup
and ipx custard, but the pred- ininat-in- t;
T a ure ot the supper was teh lin.
Myden (Ky)
ubl refreshments.

MclNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY
Successors to

H

E. J. POST & COMPANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

O,
vl
"

See Display
in

f&

OurWindow

JJL
:zznJI

oecocococoooo
t,

215 West Rallroaol Avenue

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

i

